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Radio Automation Reinvented
9 Ways To Save Time And Money in 2009

To view the all -new, fully customizable Google Radio Automation

rich in features that can improve your botton line in 2009,
visit www.google.com/radioautomation.
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A SIMPLE CIRCLE GOT THE WHOLE WORLD

NOW SEE WHAT A SQUARE CAN DI

ROLLING

0 ...
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Usually, the best inventions are those that are the
most simple. There's currently a crop of Audio-
over-IP studio hardware out there that just doesn't
get it. It's complicated, it relies on PCs for mission -

critical functionality and is, seemingly, in need of 24/7 support.
Hmmm.

Wheatstone, known the world over for the highest quality
networked audio and consoies, has a better idea. What
about a system that does it all without complicating your life?
Interconnect control room, studio and TOC audio seamlessly,
all audio available everywhere without having to set network
parameters and priorities. The sky's the limit.

Connect Wheatstone console control surfaces with a single
cable. Interface your audio automation computers via Ethernet
for audio and control, saving the cost of an expensive sound
card. Sound good? It is.

E -SQUARE is an attractively priced system that's designed to be
as easy to use as it s powerful. The only decision you'll have to
make is whether you are interfacing analog, digital gear or both.

Every SQUARE knows its place in the network just by being
plugged in and quicKly set with the front -panel wizard. When it
comes time to fine tune, plug a PC into your network and, using
the highly intuitive E' Navigator GUI, do a little bit of naming and
customization. Once set up, unplug your PC and put it away, No
need for an IT degree or 24/7 service. Don't get us wrong -
we're here for you when you need us. But like the Maytag repair
man, we don't hear from panic-stricken people very often.

Make your audio networking decision the easiest decision of the
day. Or make it a complete studio network, routing and console
decision. Or a digital snake decision. Whatever. We just want it
to be easy.

c.lt_r-t-c)r-ile Audio Networking-Simply Evolved
Phone 1.252.638-7000 I vvww.wheatstone.com I sales&M-Eatstone.com



radiosystems.com
>browse our full line of broadcast products  superb quality
 ultra dependability  exceptional value

www.radiosystems.com/consolenetwork.html

Network technology brings
state-of-the-art IP audio
connectivity to Millenium
consoles. Millenium boards
offer a hybrid of stand-alone
operation.

www.radiosystems.com/distribution.html

Radio Systems' DA-4x4b is
the best DA ever made with
super low distortion and noise
Rear panel Phoenix style or
RJ-45 connectors are available.
www.radlosystems.com/di-2000.html

Our DI -2000 is a dual or
conferencing digital telephone
hybrid with excellent trans -
hybrid cancellation and
enhanced remote control.
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www.radiosystems.com/consoledigitalhtml

Going digital is a process.
The best value in digital
consoles today is Millenium
digital with 10 fully
configurable output buses.

www.radiosystems.com/timing.htm6

Radio Systems' CT -2002
models offer stand-alone
clocks and timers and can be
incorporated in a synchronized,
serially controlled master/slave
clock system.

www.radiosystems.com/consoleanalog.html

Analog is good. These boards
are inexpensive, sound great
and have enough features
for any small and medium
market applications.

www.studiohub.com StudioHub+®

is the glue of our entire line.
Use our award -winning CAT -5
wiring system to simply and
quickly plugand play any audio
device in your station.

601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

StudioHub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems. Inc.
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Tieline IP Audio Codec Solutions
Low Cost, IP STL and Audio Distribution
Tieline Commander Studio rack mount IP codecs are the ideal solution for STL
and distribution links

 Featuring uncompressed 22kHz audio with just 12ms encode delay.

 A range of high quality compression algorithms delivering STL quality audio at
amazingly low bit rates. SIP compatible with other brands

 Automatic QoS Performance Engine manages IP network jitter and maximizes
low delay.

 Automatic fail detection and switching to optional backup POTS, ISDN or 3G
networks

 Professional high quality audio connectors with relay and RS232 control

 Control of remotely located units via the Internet
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A complete end to end solution
starting from just

Low cost remote broadcast, mobile reporting and temporary links.

A complete end to end IP remote
broadcast solution starting from

Tieline Commander IP field and rack codecs give you complete freedom to
deliver studio quality remotes from anywhere.

 Simple to use and feature one -touch dialing to the studio

 Great for desktop multi talent or mobile single reporter remotes

 Plug into a LAN and broadcast over the Internet live or add an optional
wireless 3G module and battery kit to go completely wireless.

 You can ever add optional 15kHz POTS or 20kHz stereo ISDN modules

 Remote control of talent's input audio level from the studio so you don't have
to rely on announcers setting levels. or send a technician out into the field.

 Mono. Dual Mono, Stereo. Joint Stereo and Dual Program standard profiles

 Compatible with most brands over IP. POTS and ISDN

Sports and talkshow mixer/codec
Tieline i-Mix combines multiple products into a single s mple box
saving you thousands of dollars.

 A 6 -input digital mixer with a user -configurable digital matrix router .

 IP and POTS codecs on -board.

 Bi-directional audio, & simultaneous communications circuits with 4

headphone controls/outputs

 An on -board PA control with telephone hybrid

 A wireless -compatible IP, 3G/3.5G, POTS, ISDN, GSM & BGAN
Satellite codec that's SIP -compatible.

 On -board relay and RS -232 with full studio remote control

www.tieline.corn

Get a live video demo right now at
www.tieline.com/videos

Prices valid Feb 1st -April 30th 2009

Starting from

800-750-7950
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Selected headlines from the past month.

Audemat Group acquires APT Broadcast Codec Division
APT Licensing will continue on its own, developing and licensing Apt -x algorithms.
Cy Also listen to the podcast interview.

Broadcast Electronics Turns 50
The company was founded on June 18, 1959, when it introduced the Spotmaster,
the first broadcast cart machine.

NAB Convention Tips from a Veteran
With 15 years of convention experience behind him, Kent Kramer shares some tips on
making the most of the convention.

HD Radio Multicasts Reaches 1,000 Stations
WODS-FM HD2 in Boston, owned by CBS, is the 1,000th HD Radio multicast with
the launch of Soft Hits - Love Songs

Cox Enterprises Looks to Acquire Remaining Public Stake in Cox Radio
Cox Enterprises' interest is in acquiring the shares of Cox Radio held by the minority shareholders and it has no interest in a
disposition of its controlling interest in Cox Radio.

BIA: Radio Industry Revenues Expected To Remain Low in 2009
Small and mid -size markets are performing better.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2009.

*a,
This month,

enter to win a
Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by May 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.corn
Include your name, job title, company name,

mailing address and phone number.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Features
Podcasts Keep You Informed

Download the weekly Radio Currents Podcast and stay on
top of current radio events, or the monthly Radio Mag Online
Podcast where you can hear more about APT selling its
hardware manufacturing business to Audemat.
 RadioMagOnline.com/podcast

Industry Insight in Talkback
The blog from Radio magazine Editor Chriss Scherer is
updated throughout he week. It's commentary and views on
radio events and news.
 blog.RadioMagOnline.com/talkback

FASTtrack for Your Handheld
Make your way around the 2009 NAB Show fast with our
exclusive FASTtrack, Exhibitor Directory and Broadacst
Engineering Conference session guide. It's written to run
on devices that can view HTML.
 RadioMagOnline.com/fasttrack

RSS, Facebook and Twitter
All the content at RadioMagOnline.com is available as an
RSS feed, and through Facebook and Twitter.
 Radio/VagOnline.com/rssfeeds
 facebook.com/pages/Radio-Magazine/57886938975
 twitter.com/Radiomagazine
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Don't let the hole
in your budget hold

you back...

JET -STREAM

Logitek
Console Router Systems
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Reduced equioment budgets don't have to mean

the end of your IP Audio projects this year.

Logitek's JetStream Mini gives you the flexibility

you need for audio routing, distribution and

mixing - for about a thid of the price you've

come to expect. Everything you need is provided

in one user -configurable 64 -channel node, and

we offer the latest networking protocols to make

your implementation fast and easy.
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Call us at 800.231.5870 or check out
JetStream IP Audio routing solutions at

logiieKaudio.com today!

©2009 Logitek Electronic Systems. Inc
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More connected
than ever

I'm not a fan of most blogs. Notice I said most. Too often, when I find
a blog, it's little more than some stream of consciousness blabber about
nothing of any importance whatsoever. Consciousness doesn't really count

in many cases. Perhaps synapse diarrhea is a better term.
This isn't to say that I don't read any blogs. I'm just choosey about what to

read. I resisted starting a formal blog with Radio magazine for a while because
I didn't want to add more chum. Besides, I write this column every month (as
I have since 1997), which is something like a blog, although it is more than
some off -the -top -of -my -head ramblings. When I prepare a Viewpoint column I

consider topics, pick one to pursue and then gather
the necessary information to make it informative,
provide some insight and hopefully provide you
with something to ponder on your own. (I hope I
hit that more than I miss it.)

I have a formal blog now. I started it in January
2008. You can access it at blog.RadioMagOnline.
com/talkback. I try to post to it at least twice each
week, and I welcome your comments. A few of
the posts stray just off the formal radio technology
track, but not too far. Recently in Talkback I talked
about my plans for the NAB Show, a recent visit
to an electronics retailer on an HD Radio quest,
and a brief report on a trip to Miami. I look at
Talkback as an extension of Viewpoint. Viewpoint
can dive into deeper topics. Talkback can cover
shorter and spur-of-the-moment items.

Talkback is just one of the ways we tie to our focus
for RadioMagOnline.com. Yes, it's a website, but
it's also a community. Everything you see in print
is also available online. There's much more online
that you don't see in print, too. Some things are
fun, such as the dates in radio history. Some are
utilitarian, like the industry events calendar. Many
are practical and informative, like the Engineer'sWhat's your opinion? Send it to

radiogRadioMagOnline.com Notebook and the Radio Currents news.

You can be a part of this community as well. We
have added article commenting so you can share
your views and insight on topics. Some recent items
in Sign Off have sparked some interesting com-
ments as readers recall their experiences with some
of the vintage equipment we have featured.

The community experience extends to the Radio
magazine Forum, which is ideal for discussions
about all aspects of radio's technical side. It's a
quality source of information without the clutter
that bogs down some discussion lists.

We also make it easy to take Radio magazine
with you. We have plenty of RSS feed options,
and we're on Facebook and Twitter. It's easier
than ever to stay connected to what's happening
in radio broadcasting from Radio magazine.

And if you still prefer e-mail, we have the weekly
Radio Currents, the twice -monthly Digital Radio
Update and the twice -monthly New Products
Extra newsletters. Around the NAB Show and
the NAB Radio Show, we also have special
weekly newsletters to help you prepare for those
conventions, too.

I want you to be a part of our Radio communily.

April 2009



The Metropolitan Opera
sets the standard for great sound.

And it's chosen ACCESS to let the world listen in.
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"C, ,oe most chaii.
MUWLUI 61L'IlteS to do complete justice
to in a broadcast, but ACCESS makes
it easy."

-Matthew Galek, Broadcast
Engineer for The Metropoiltan Opera

Put Comrex On The Line.
01^111/11WItIRw11111111EIW

The Met's Matthew Galek is a Real -World Super Hero
Not content to rest on its laurels, the most renowned and respected opera company in the
world is determined to connect with the widest possible audience-in the highest audio
fidelity. With engineer Matthew Golek at the trarsmission helm, the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts its Saturday matinee to an ever growing number of affiliates using ACCESS

(and the optional AAC suite) in multistreaming mode. With
AAC-SOFTWARE ACCESS, the Met's broadcasts offer all the sonic richness

it's famous for-over the most challenging IP networks.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite, POTS
(yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector
and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the challenges
of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real time
over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how
ACCESS can help you become a Real -World
Super Hero-wherever you are!

ACC -SS
19 Pine Rood, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel 978-784-1776  Fax 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 80C-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: into@comrex.com
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IP audio:
The new audio format By Kevin McNamara

By now, "IP audio" is a well-known term, widely written about and,
I suspect, many have a pretty good understanding of how it works.
The concept of having all the audio and control combined in a simple

data packet is appealing on a number of levels, such as reduced studio and
facility cabling, ease of originating programming outside the facility, fewer
components required and also operating wirelessly over Wi-fi, broadband
modem, etc. for quick deployment or permanent STL system. In addition, IP
audio can also be sent to a single location or broadcast to many.

The ability to transport audio and video over Ethernet/Internet has been around
for years, so how is IP audio different? The simple
answer is that there are similarities in terms of how the

data is transported, but that's where it stops. Let's start
at the beginning with the evolution of IP audio.

Of course, no discussion "audio contribution over
IP: would be complete without a quick review of
the protocol that makes transmission possible (that
would be the IP part). Internet Protocol consists of a
specialized data packet. The data, to be transmitted
to a specific destination, is encapsulated in the IP
packet. The packet can be viewed as the train that
carries a payload, in this case the encoded audio
and control data. The engine of the train is called
the header, which contains specific information such
as: where the train is leaving from, where it is going,
in what parts of the train the data is enclosed and
how to handle that data once it arrives.

The IP packet alone doesn't have an enormous
amount of intelligence; it is just a means to transport
data. There are other protocols combined with IP
to steer the packets to their intended destination,
essentially the engineer of the train. The two common

protocols used for this purpose are TCP (Transport
Control Protocol) and UDP (Universal Datagram
Protocol.) The major difference in these protocols
is how they communicate back to the originating
network interface. When an IP packet is sent under
TCP, confirmation of proper delivery is sent to the
sender. If a packet does not arrive, it asks the sender

to resend until it has been completed; this is also
known as a reliable or connection -oriented transport
method. IP under UDP control simply broadcasts
the data and assumes it has arrived properly. If a
packet fails, it is necessary for the system on the
receiving end to have the proper means to handle
those errors; for this reason, UDP is called an unreli-

able or connectionless transport scheme.

A better IP audio method
For the transport of IP audio, one may first think that

TCP transport would be the only sensible option, but
in reality, what we really want is UDP. Why? Assume
we are sending the streaming content (audio or video)

over a busy network (Ethernet, Internet, etc.). Under
TCP control, many of the packets will need to be
resent; while this is going on, most of the other packets

are making it through. What happens is that now
the packets are showing up in a different order than
they were originally sent. That will cause a multitude
of problems including significant delays (or latency)
between the source and destination codecs.

The fact is that UDP is the common control proto-
col used for streaming content, including IP audio.
The algorithms in the codec handle any errors and
provide the necessary means to make the streaming
content meet the intended quality criteria.

Here is where it gets interesting. To overcome some

of the challenges presented by sending data using
UDP, manufacturers have proprietary protocols that
permit a higher level of error control between their
encoder and decoder. This may mean that units from

different manufacturers might not work together.

That was until February 2008 when the European
Broadcast Union (EBU) finalized a standard for IP
audio. The solution was simple: Just add another
protocol on top of the UDP protocol. Remember that
all things in the data communications world utilize a

10 April 2009
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layered architecture. The Open System Interconnect
(OSI) model is based on seven layers, although IP
transmission only needs four. There has been much
written on the subject, but the simple explanation is
that encoded data flows through several different
layers, each with a specific job. These layers take
care of the creation, packaging, management and
control of data. It handles everything including
getting the signal through the cable. The process
is reversed on the receiving end.

The EBU used o protocol called RTP (Real-time
Transport Protocol), a protocol standard created in
the late 1990s specifically for the purpose of send-
ing audio, video and telephony over the Internet. It

provides a complete set of tools for the transmission
of a wide variety of multimedia formats and provides
management functions that minimize some problems

found with transmissions over UDP alone. The details

of RTP are an article in itself, but basically the data
from a codec is packaged in the RTP packet layer
then sent to the UDP layer for transmission.

More options
Other protocols used for IP audio include:
 SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), which can control

the setup, termination and flow of the session, similar

to how a telephone network

controls a call.
 SDP (Session Descriptir

Protocol) provides informa-

-ion about the specific audio

format to the destination.
This permits the codec on the

receiving end to match that
of the transmitted format.

 SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) pro-
vides control and monitoring
of the equipment. While
SNMP has been a time -
tested protocol for this purpose, the EBU is currently
working on an IP audio specific standard.

The EBU specifies four primary audio encoding
formats: MPEG Layer 2, ITU G.7' 1, ITU G.722,
and PCM. However, RTP can also sJpport a number
of other current and future formats.

As manufacturers all move toward the IP audio
environment and you only need to deal with power
and data, I wonder if anyone w II miss the days
of punching down all those cables?

Ar

,,...merrimirris

While IP audio systems are gaining
acceptance, many have proprietary
protocols that prevent interoperation
at this time.

I
McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Cape
Coral, FL.

Bringing Radio To The World...

kteV
AM -850 & ICY 100.3 FM

Nome, Alaska
www.kicy.org

'1

www.kintronic.com
978.31.41.

In Bush Alaska, 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle
& 500 miles from the nearest road,

reliability is critical. Kin-ronic Labs
provides the highest level of reliability.

- Dennis Weidler, GM

After a fire destroyed our tuning house
at the KICY transmitter site, Kintronic Labs was

there to get us back on the air.
The craftsmanship of the new phasor &

ATU's is outstanding. Their support during construction
was the best I have ever had from a company

& it still continues today.

- Terry Reynolds, CPBE

-;

KINTRONICLABS
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Filing fee
confusion By Harry Martin

The FCC's new application fee schedule will go into effect on April
28. There is a long history of starts and stops behind this change.

In September the Commission issued an order increasing all
:[+,1,_ Jtion fees across the board. This was mandated by Congress and

was not open to public comment. While the bump in fees amounted to a
4.9 percent increase, it was pegged as an effort to adjust for cost -of -living
increases, and it did not attract much attention. That was especially so
because the increases were not to take effect until 90 days after the FCC
notified Congress of the changes. Then, on Jan. 29 a notice appeared in

the Federal Register spelling out the new fees
and indicating they were effective as of that
very day, Jan. 29. But that date was suspended
because the fee calculating function in CDBS
was not reflecting the new fees.

The FCC's Office of Managing Director (OMD),
which is generally responsible for fee collections,
later advised that the 90th day after Congressional
notification was really Dec. 30, so by the terms
of the Commission's September 2008 order, the
new fees were supposed to have taken effect
then. But with the end -of -year holiday season,
the change of administrations, or other unknown

Dateline
June 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Arizona. DC.
Idaho, Maryland. New Mexico. Nevada, Utah. Virginia,
West Virginia and Wyoming.

June 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Arizona,
Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada. Utah and Wyoming with
more than 10 full-time employees to electronically file
their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397)
with the FCC.

June 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in
the following states to place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Arizona, DC, Idaho. Maryland.
Michigan. New Mexico, Nevada, Ohio. Utah. Virginia.
West Virginia and Wyoming.

factors, the Dec. 30 date came and went. By
the time the Commission got the notice into the
Federal Register it was Jan. 29.
The notice as originally sent to the Federal

Register specified the Dec. 30 effective date,
but personnel at the Federal Register pointed
they could not publish an announcement about

fees that would have a retroactive effect. So it
was decided the Federal Register notice should
show Jan. 29 as the effective date.

However, the FCC was not able to implement the
new fees in January, so despite the Federal Register
notice the agency has continued to charge the
old fees. But the latest announced implementation
date, April 28, is firm. The new fee schedule can
be accessed on the FCC's website and will be
incorporated into CDBS as of April 28.

Moment method computer
modeling in effect

The changes in the AM technical rules to permit
moment method computer modeling for some direc-
tional antenna proofs have finally taken full effect.
Those rules, adopted in September, were held up
because the Commission had to revise some of its
application forms to accommodate the changes,
and those revisions in turn had to be reviewed
and approved by the Office of Management
and Budget. In early February that process was
completed, so AM licensees (and their consulting
engineers) can now take advantage of the less
onerous method of proving in a DA pattern.

Unauthorized broadcast or
recording of telephone calls

FCC fines are levied regularly for telephone calls
broadcast or recorded without prior consent. In a
recently -reported case involving a West Virginia
station, a fine was decreased to $3,200 from
the $4,000 standard because the licensee was
a first-time offender. The fine arose from a morning
radio stunt called "Wake Your Lazy Carcass Up."
As the name suggests, the radio station randomly
selected victims from a phone book, called them
very early in the morning putting their reactions
on the air. Needless to say, for the full comedic
effect, the station did not pre -call and pre -clear
its victims. The obviously angered recipients filed
complaints with the FCC and the FCC dutifully
fined tl,e station. In another case a Michigan sta-
tion was fined $6,000 for recording a message
for broadcast without permission even though the
message was never put on the air.

Martin IS a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC,
Arlington, Virginia. E-mail: marlin@fhhlaw.corn
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EVENT 5800
NCH CAPACITY BIJIRECTIONAL STLIO TRANSMITTER LINE

EAVES JP TO 9 RAJI0 STATIONS? ,INCOMEESSEi OVER A SINGLE ZINC

tzt
N \AV:7",  

EVENT 5800 IDU

www. moseleysb. corn

Dave Chancey: (805) 968 9621
Bill Gould: (978) 373 6303

The Moseley Event 5800 - is a carrier
class T1/E1/IP Ethernet radio link.
Combined with the Starlink SL9003T1,
the Event 5800 creates a high capacity
bidirectional STL/TSL.

HIGH PAYLOAD CAPACITY

HD RADIOTM READY TODAY

LEVERAGE IP DEVICES AND APPS

EASY DEPLOYMENT

EXCELLENT ROI
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Consider the nature of the Public Switched Telephone
Network: For many years it was strictly done on a TDM
basis. Your DSO was all yours (at least till you hung up).

But time and technology have moved on. Ethernet
became common around radio stations in the early
1990s, and the Internet really came into common use
in radio around the mid 1990s. The idea that users
would have their own, unshared data connections has
become obsolete (even though it is still in common
use). Phone lines and ISDN are still frequently used for
the execution of remote broadcasts, but the shared -use
nature of the Internet is finally making inroads in that
particular aspect of broadcasting.
Along with the obvious advantages of using the

now -ubiquitous Internet for remotes come certain is-
sues (I hesitate to call them disadvantages) that need
to be addressed.

Several methods of wireless remotes are available, such as
a Comrex Access portable unit with Verizon EVDO card.

An APT Worldcast Eclipse built in to a remote kit.

Internet access is everywhere
As I said, the Internet is ubiquitous; you find it in every

office with a computer - and when was the last time you
saw an office that didn't have a computer? But in places
that we do remotes - whether it's a sports bar, a nightclub
or the county fair, common access to the Internet is still
fairly new. It's become so easy now. Broadband access
is common; you can buy Ethernet switches all around
town; and you can buy CAT -5 and an RJ-45 crimper at
the local hardware store. This is the obvious advantage
to using the public Internet. How many times (in the old
days) did you wait to hear back from the telephone
company to see if a line could be dropped in to the
proposed remote location? Or, if you use RPU, how
many times did you find the signal out of the remote site
was OK but maybe slightly noisy?

But using the public Internet gets a little more difficult
after you get post the fact that it's already there and in
place for you. The shared nature of the Internet doesn't
easily lend itself to the sort of continuous, high -rate data
output that would be easily accommodated by ISDN or
a telephone line. When a user receives documents on
the Internet - such as a webpage, or a photo - errors
in transmission are easily overcome and likely not even
noticed. Lost packets, for example, can be retransmitted.
Late packets just slow the download a little.

Another issue regarding the use of the public Internet is
a little more subtle. As you sit in your office or workspace
everyday and use the Internet, you are originating a con-
nection from the private side of your network to
side of your network via a router and firewall. When a
website (for example) sends a message back to you, your
router/firewall is expecting it, knows it's for you, and lets
it through back to your host computer. But, if you try to
originate a connection from outside of your firewall on the
public Internet, with the idea thatyou will communicate with
a host on the private side of your network, all bets are off.
Unless the firewall is specifically configured to allow this to
happen, it won't work. After all, that's the firewall's job - to
prevent intrusion. As far as it is concerned, the attempt to
communicate from outside the network is just that.

Internet data transmission
problems

So let's take a look into how these problems are
cddressed. First, it makes sense when contending
with other users for bandwidth in a system that
has a limited amount available that there is an
advantage in minimizing one's own bandwidth
requirements. For this reason, codecs that use the
Internet for connectivity make use of many of the
same audio compression schemes we've become
familiar with, codecs that work over synchronous
networks (like ISDN or TDM).

The packet -switched nature of the Internet (as
opposed to the circuit -switched, TDM nature of
the PSTN) complicates the situation considerably
though. The data stream that represents the audio
output of the encoder is made up of frames, which
are strings of data that comprise the payload data
bits, overhead data bits, and of course timing.
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Remote End

IP Codecs

Host A

Host B

Host n

Internet

Router/
Firewall

Broadcast Center HQ

IP Codecs

Host A

Host B

Host n

Figure 1: In a packet -switched model, connections to the Internet Service Provider are
shared among all hosts, and all Internet traffic from hosts A through n are shared through
the connection between the Internet and the router/firewall.

These frames are subsequently assembled into packets
(or datagrams) and each packet has additional informa-
tion (source and destination IP addresses for example)
appended to it prior to its injection into the network. That
packet overhead is the same on a per -packet basis; so
one can see that by changing the packet size (by adding
more frames) one affects that overall bandwidth needed
to move the packets.

An unfortunate characteristic of the Internet is that
sometimes these packets are lost along the way, for
various reasons. Ideally the packet size should be large
because the overall bandwidth requirement is reduced.
However, if one of those large packets is lost, then a
substantial amount of the audio encoder data will be
missing at the far end. One aspect then, considered to be
important in gaining success in transmitting audio across
the Internet, is the ability to alter the packet size on the
sending end, so that different network conditions can be
met, and the effect of dropouts can be minimized. Some
of the units actually adjust the packet size dynamically
based on changing network conditions. In any case, the
user needs to be able to adjust the packet size so that
the best compromise between packet size and overall
bandwidth can be met.

Inevitably, some packets will still be lost though, and
there are other mechanisms designed to further mini-
mize the negative effects. One such method is known
as forward error correction (FEC). FEC is basically the
addition of redundant packets to the data stream - the
idea being that these redundant bits will effectively take
the place of the packets that somehow end up missing
at the far end. One can easily see that the addition
of too many redundant packets could possible create
a problem in and of itself with respect to network
congestion. Therefore, like packet size, the amount
of FEC should be adjustable by the user, to best meet
network conditions.

The nature of the Internet also results in packets sometimes

arriving late at the receive end late, or even out of order.
For an audio stream, this is obviously a problem - one
addressed by way of a packet jitter buffer. This buffer
stores received packets for a certain amount of time,
allowing late packets to catch up; out of order packets
can also be re -sequenced prior to being sent to the audio
decoder. The obvious problem here is that the buffer adds
delay time -generally considered to be something that isn't
good when doing remotes. Therefore, once again, one
must strike a compromise between problems in the audio
caused by late or out of sequence packets, and the amount
of delay one can deal with at the remote site.

To review, let's summarize the problems with Internet
transmission of audio and the techniques used to mini-
mize them. First, there is network congestion, or plain
lack of bandwidth. That issue is tackled by minimiz-
ing the necessary bandwidth, by using a lossy codec
and striking a correct balance between bandwidth
and packet size. Loss of packets is addressed to the
extent practicable by FEC. Pocket jitter is addressed
with a jitter buffer.

So the problems I've just discussed are ones taken
on and solved by the equipment designers themselves.
Now let's go in to some of the issues you'll experience
as a user of this type of equipment. They're all related
to network security.

Network security
At your studio headquarters, likely you'll have a rack -

mounted version of the IP codec you've chosen. Obviously
it will need a network connection and access to the public
Internet. Assuming you originate your remote broadcasts
from the field, your HO device will need to be able to
be contacted from the public Internet. This presents a big
problem to most network administrators because it is often
against company IT policy to allow uncommon ports to be
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IP REMOTES
open on the router of (Mole on
the topic of ports below.) For this reason,
the HQ unit will not be able to work on
your company LAN.

One way around this (and there is

more than one) is to put the HQ unit
on its own network. As I wrote earlier,
broadband access is common now: ycu
can look into the installation of a DSL
line in to your facility, or alternatively, if
cable TV is available, a cable modem.
Hang the HQ codec on this mini -LAN,
and it will be easily accessible from
the outside.

Another way to get around this security
issue is by way of a proxy server. This
proxy server is located outside of your
network, and a connection is made to
it from your HQ codec via the public
Internet. A session is initiated by your HQ
codec, and the proxy server records the
IP address of your codec and actually
maintains a connection with it thereafter.
From the field, then, you connect to the
proxy server, and it in turn redirects the
packets to your studio codec through the
connection that it has maintained.

The issue of connecting to the public Inter-

net with the portable IP codec is a little more
complex though. I've used three different
methods. The obvious one is to jump on a
LAN that already exists. As I wrote earlier
many venues have some sort of network in

place now, usually byway of a broadband
connection of some sort: DSL or cable. li
they have a router attached to it (likely) ther
you have to deal with the same network
security issues that I also mentioned earlier.

In this case, you'll have to have access to
the router itself, so you can configure it for
port -forwarding.

Let's talk about port -forwarding. One
aspect of the common broadband
connection you find is that it has one
IP address on the Internet. The router
is able to accommodate multiple host
computers on its private side even while
only having one public Internet address
by way of network address translation.
When a host computer on the private
side runs an application that needs ac-
cess through the router out to the Internet,
that application will have an associated
port number. The router makes note of
this port number; and so when it later
receives messages from the Internet that
include a particular port number, it knows
to use that port number in sending that
received information back to the correct
host computer on its private side. Since
these small routers are used to give small

Resources
AEQ
800-728-0536

aegbroadcast.com

APT
800-955-APTX
www.aptx cam

ATA Audio
973-659-0555

vw.ataaudio.corr

Audio Compass
801-756-9133
www audiocompass com

Barix Technology
866-815-0866
www barix com

Comrex
800-237-1776
www.comrex.com

Digigram
703-875-9100
www.digigram.com

Harris
800-622-0022
www broadcast Harris corn

Mayah Communications
+49 811 55 17 0
www.mayah.com

MDO UK
+44 121 256 0200
www.audiotx.com

Musicam USA
732-739-5600
www musicamusa com

Orban
480-403-8300
www.orban.com

Systembase
 44 1747 861123
www.systembase.com

Telos Systems
216-241-7225
www telos-systems corr

Tieline Technology
888-211-698';
www.tieline.com
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othces Internet connectivity, the port associated with http
is by default, open. However, when you want to add
an uncommon application to the private side (like your
Internet coded) you will need to configure the router
to have the necessary ports open so the traffic will be
allowed to pass in both directions.

If you can get the credentials to log in to the router's
administrative console (done via its LAN) you can gener-
ally make the necessary changes. (If you have a good
relationship with the venue owner, he will hopefully give
you the credentials or he'll have his own administrator
do the configuration for you.) I'm generalizing here, but

once you log in to the particular
router, you will be able to find the
page for port -forwarding. Two
pieces of information are needed:
first are the necessary port num-
bers, which you will get from the
specific equipment documentation.
Second will be the IP address of
the codec itself when on the LAN
in question. When configuring the
port -forwarding, you are basically
telling the router to allow packets for

applications that correspond to the
port number you have programmed
to pass through to the IP address
you have also programmed. That's
it in a nutshell.

In many instances, the router
attached to a broadband Internet
connection at a venue will have Wi-fi
capability. You'll need to go through
the port -forwarding process whether

LEC
Nailed -VP

connection

IXC or LEC LEC
Nailed -VP Nailed -VP

connection connection

ISDN Codec

Figure 2: After the connection is made (Nailed -VP), the two bearer
channels (64kb/s each, duplex) and the data channel (16kb/s) are
dedicated strictly to the user for the duration of the call.
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If a broadband Internet connection is available, IP
codecs make last-minute remotes a simpler possibility.

you use a wired or wireless connection. You'll also likely
need credentials to be able to log on to the Wi-fi access
point. Get those from the network admin, or look them up
at the same time you set up the port forwarding.

The third means by which I've used a remote IP codec
is by way of a plug-in EVDO card. This was certainly
a very convenient way to go, and offered reasonably
good service, though not as good as a network that was
more under my control.

NAB Booth - N7936

Once your IP codecs are talking end -to -
end, you'll be doing a emote that is very
much like any other, especially compared
to ISDN. There will be some amount of
delay going both directions, so it'll be
necessary to develop a mix -minus at the
studio. Dependng upon the quality of
your connection through the Internet, you
may occasionally experience a drop -out
or other odd audio quaity related to traffic
issues. My experience so far has been
that these are brief, and parameters that
can be adjusted to minimize the negative
effects are adjusted inside the codecs
without our notice.

Learning how to use IP codecs takes a
little time and may recoire some patience
on your part. Hopefully learning about
new techniques is something you like to

do. Using IP codecs for remotes has provided some excel-
lent results for the group of stations I work for. Not only
have we done the standard type of -emote, but we've
given our programming people a new tool as well, since
we've now greatly expanded our capability, in terms of
where we can do them, and their timeliness.

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel NYC
and chief engineer of VVKTU, New York. Contact him at doug@
dougirwin. net.
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the PX-10 and take control.

Kowa Optimed, Inc.
20001 5. Vermont Avenue, Torrance, CA 90502
310.327.1913 tel 310.327.4177 fax www.kowa-usa.com
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

Station Upgrade:

A local AM station invests in its future
By Uiriss Scherer, editor

KEXS is licensed to Excelsior Springs, MO, a com-
munity about 25 miles northeast of Kansas City. The
tation has operated for more than 30 years from a

transmitter site located at the studio building. This l kW,
non -directional daytime signal covers most of the Kansas
City metro, but the licensee, the Catholic Radio Network,
wanted to increase its coverage to serve all the metro.
Thus, it began to investigate the possibilities.

Adding more towers on the small existing site presented
some challenges. While the station operated a two -tower
array on the site many years ago, the possibility of install-
ing a three -tower array was not feasible.

A new tower site was inevitable. Early in the process,
a site was found, and the plans were drawn to install
a tower with folded unipole skirts. But, the unipole ap-
proach was quickly abandoned in favor of a simpler
radiator; likewise, the search for a suitable piece of land
continued. In time, a section of land was found about

24 April 2009
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Station Upgrade:

KEIIS

The transmitter, rack and phasor are mounted on a 4"
stud to provide just a little extra clearance.

four miles south of the studio. Surrounded by farmland
and away from the growth of the town, the new site
would comfortably host three towers. There was just one
problem: The land sits in a flood plain.

A stream runs along the back of the property, and on
occasion, the low elevation suffers some flooding, but the
site was still promising. It was a little closer to the Kansas
City metro and had an easy line of site from the studio.

Reviewing the flood history in the area, it was noted
that the highest the waters reached was four feet. This
was taken into account for the construction design, and
the towers and the transmitter building were mounted
above ground level.

Reaching high
It's not uncommon to find elevated

tower bases, but to see a transmitter
building sitting on 9' stilts is rather
unusual. The transmitter building, a
prefabricated VP steel building, sits
on four beams. Measuring about
24' x 16', the garage -door entrance
is accessed by a staircase. Inside,
the Phastek phasor and Broadcast
Electronics AM10A transmitter are

Map the sites
Studio: 39° 17' 39.00" N, 94° 15' 37.00" W
New site: 39° 17' 39.00" N, 94° 15' 37.00" W

The coax exits the building through the
floor and through two heavy conduits.

set in place on 4" tall wooden beams. The beams
were added to provide just a little extra space in case
of a severe flood.

While the main purpose of the elevated building is to
safeguard against flooding, there is an added benefit:
security. There are no blind spots around the building
now. The ground system and coaxial cables are also
buried. The coax leaves through the floor of the building
and enters the ground through two heavy -wall conduits.
A large conduit houses the radiating cables. A smaller
one houses the antenna monitor cables.

Contract Engineer Ben Weiss, CPBE, oversaw the
project. Weiss worked with Chris Kreger of RF Special -
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Station Upgrade:

KEIS

Shiny, new components inside the phasor

ties of Missouri - based in nearby Kearney, MO - for
the equipment. Kreger also offered his services to
construct the site.

Because the field was used as farmland, there was
little that needed to be done to prepare the land before
construction could begin. Overall, Weiss says the project
went like clockwork. All the materials and crews arrived
on time, and even the weather cooperated in December
2008 and January 2009.

Work begins
After the building was raised, the transmitter, phasor

and ATUs were lifted into the building with a fork lift.
Once the towers were erected, the ATUs were moved
from the transmitter building to the towers with a high
loader. The towers themselves are top -loaded and use
about 73 of the upper part of the guy wires to effec-
tively create '41 -wave radiators. Rocky Mountain Tower
erected the radiators.

Once all the equipment was installed, Charles A.
Hecht, the consulting engineer, and Kurt Gorman of
Phasetek arrived on site for the final tuning and system
proof. Weiss says that step took about a week. A very
short time later, the station had its FCC authorization to
commence program transmission. The new KEXS site
was on the air.

Currently operating at 3.4kW, the station plans to ap-
ply for a power increase to 7.5kW soon, which is why
a 10kW transmitter was installed. Once the licensing

The STL antenna is mounted on the building.
The studio is only four miles away.

is complete on the new facility, the station expects to
authorize the non -directional site as a backup with a
reduced power level from the previous lkW.

The pattern looks like a loose hypercardioid pattern
aimed at Kansas City. The nulls of the pattern result in a
slight decrease in coverage in two nulls compared to the
non -directional pattern, but the loss is minor.

While =M installations and HD Radio get most of the
attention today, it's encouraging to see a station owner
invest in a stand-alone AM signal. For KEXS, the attention
to building a quality facility will help that station serve
its devoted audience, and likely improve that audience
because of the increased coverage area.

More photos online at
www.RadioMagOnline.com

Equipment List
Andrew Heliax LDF4-50A (0.5"), Heliax

LDF6-50 (1.25")
Broadcast Electronics AM10A
CRL MDF-400, PMC-450
Kathre n Scala PR -950 Paraflector
LEA In-ernational surge suppressor
Middle Atlantic rack
Phasetek phasor and ATUs
Potomac 1901
Sine Systems RAKI, RFC -1/B, RP -8
TFT Model 5195-M, Model 753
Tower hinovations towers
Varco Pruden Buildings steel building
RF Specialties of Missouri - dealer
Charles A. Hecht and Associates -

consulting engineer

28 April 2009
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Excellence

Recognized
The first R.; . magazine Ex-

cellence Awards competition is

complete. The entries, which were
profiled in the 2009 Buyers Guide
in our December issue, showcased
four outstanding installations.
We also posted the entries at
RadioMagOnline.com and asked
you to vote on a winner.

The response to the voting was
tremendous, and while all four

entries received a great response,
there can be only one winner.

Congratulations to all the en-
trants in this year's contest. They
represent the highest standard
of radio technology. Special
congratulations to Cox Radio
Birmingham for winning this
year's award.

We will seek entries for the next
Excellence Awards this summer.
We hope to see your project
profiled in the 2010 awards.

ox Radio
Birmingham, AL

The Rick and Bubba Show, heard nation-

ally on more than 50 stations, recently

joined the lineup at Cox Radio Birming-

ham's flagship station WZZK-FM. The show was
moved to a new broadcast facility in Vestavia
Hills, AL, to develop a complete morning show
experience with a live band performance area,
audience seating in the studio, and an exterior
broadcast plaza area for public viewing.

The 5,000 square foot facility features a
complete Harris digital studio solution including

VistaMax audio networking, studio consoles,
furniture, and various tools for the on -air and
production operations. Featuring spacious
studios for on -air, production, video control
and call screening, the facility provides a
fully functional digital studio solution for today
with an eye toward future growth through the
VistaMax platform.

The VistaMax mainframe and associated
processing gear reside in the technical opera-
tions center. A Ti link transports programming
to New York for national satellite distribution,
and an IP connection to the Birmingham head-
quarters addresses local distribution. The system

considerably reduces facility wiring, with clean,
centralized routing to and from VistaMax and
studio destinations.

All studios feature custom -designed Harris
Smoothline furniture to match the size of the
operation while also providing o visually ap-
pealing presence for TV station cut -ins. The
on -air studio is the life of the operation, with
plenty of space for the four show players and
several guests. A venue -like atmosphere in the
studio incorporates a separate space to host
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live bands and accommodates seating
for in -studio audiences.

The Harris RMXdigital was the choice
of console for the on -air studio. The
RMXdigital features six mix/minus busses

that prove very convenient for remote
broadcasts. The busses are programmed

into the system, so the operator can
avoid punching in a matrix of channels.

Four assignable program busses allow
the operator to feed audio around the
facility, including a set of speakers
outside the studios.

The on -air operation includes a Telos
Twox 1 2 interface drop -in within the
furniture surface for bringing phone
calls live to air. Harris also provided
several of its World Feed Panels to
accommodate laptops and other non-
traditional source equipment. The World
Feed Panel is also ideal for external
camera crews. Pre -delay audio feeds
to synchronize audio with video from
the camera crew are easily assigned
over a program bus for camera.

The RMXdigital provides redundancy
as a standalone console and can im-
mediately go online in this configura-
tion should VistaMax be taken offline.
Most sources are wired directly to the
console, including the automation
system, an Allen & Heath mixer for
live hand performances microphones.

ISDN equipment, and traditional source equipment
including CD olayers.

The RMXdigital has an intercom feature allowing
players outside the on -air studio to contribute to the
on -air program. The show's webmaster, Ryan Green-
wood, often contributes to the show over the intercom,
which is picked up by the microphones to create a
"drive -through" audio effect. Intercom stations are also
present in the screener room, production studio, TOC
and TV control area.

The production studio features a Harris NetWave eight -
channel mixer (NetWave-8). The NetWave-8 serves as
an edge device for VistaMax, with three channels used
for external audio source selection, and several more to
route sources +o and from the automation system.

CATEGORY

New studio technology -
station

SUBMITTED BY

Harris Corporation

DESIGN TEAM

Cox Birmingham: Tom
Scott, director of
engineering

Harris Corporation: Nick
van Haaster, architectural
and interior design, and
installation; Todd Peterson,
audio infrastructure design

TECHNOLOGY AT WORK

Acoustical Solutions
Adam A7 Powered Monitors
Avocent KVM Extenders
CBT Classic On Air Light

Harris VistaMax (Audio
Management System),
RMXdigtal console,
NetWave console,
VistaMax Intercom
System, 3x6 Headphone
Distribution Amp, HRK
Integrator Racks

Sony Professional
Headphones

Symentrix 6200 Dual Channel
Processor

Telos Broadcast Telephone
System

Crescend RF Amplifiers
Engineered to Perform...Built to Last.

CrescendTechnologies is the largest, independent manufacturer
of high power, RF amplifiers for the Broadcast Industry.

We manufacture the highest quality amplifier available for the 940-960 MHz,
Moseley Starlink SL9003 Q and it is backed by our premiere 3 year warranty!

800 -USA -MADE  www.crescendtech.com

LPA900-10-1ROR, 940-960
MHz, 1W I/P, 10W 0/R 28
VDC for rated operation
+/- VDC (Built in Internal
Power Supply 110 VAC)

Cresce
TECHNOLOGIES
ISO 9001 Registered Firm
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Power for the future
By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD

Undoubtedly while you carry out your day-to-day
work around the radio station you use at least
several rechargeable batteries. In a sense we are

slaves to those batteries - because other technological
considerations aside - if its battery is dead, it doesn't
matter how good and useful the technology of the device
is. And to make matters worse, the energy we need to
recharge those batteries (i.e. ac power) usually isn't
available where it is needed anyway, right? Otherwise
we wouldn't need the batteries in the first place.

Battery technology hasn't kept up with the advance-
ments in technology of the myriad of portable devices
available now. Conventional wisdom is that the last
important battery innovation was the introduction of the
lithium -ion type, back in 1991. There have really only
been incremental improvements since then; however, the
late interest in electric vehicles has accelerated further
developments. Very large versions of the lithium -ion battery

type, for example, are expected to show up in hybrid
vehicles this year.
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Fuel Cells
the tact of the mutter, though, is that all batteries run

out of charge eventually. Wouldn't it be great to have an
alternative power source that was easily portable lunlike a
generator), that worked day or night lunlike solar cells)?

Ever heard of fuel -cells?
Fuel -cells exist today, and have been used to generate

power for decades. But for everyday applications, they
aren't quite ready for prime -time. Development is on -going,
though, and it's likely that we will be seeing fuel -cells
come in to regular use in the not -too -distant future. In this
article, we'll take a look at their history, how they work,
and the technological development of fuel -cells over the
last 150 years. We'll end by looking at the state of the
technology in 2008.

Early work
The original idea behind the fuel cell is credited

to the German Christian Friedrich Schonbein who
published the idea in 1838. The following year, the
Welsh engineer Sir William Grove demonstrated the
first application of the idea.

In the 1930s, the British engineer Francis Bacon took
up the idea, and developed it over the following two
decades. In 1959 he successfully demonstrated a 5kW
unit powerful enough to run an arc -welder. Pratt and

Whitney licensed Bacon's patents in the U.S. and they
were subsequently used for the fuel -cells that flew in U.S.
space missions in the 1960s. These fuel -cells generated
electricity and the waste product of pure water.

Basically a fuel -cell is a device inside of which ore three
components: the anode, the cathode and electrically
non-conductive separator. Both the anode and cathode
are coated with a catalyst.

On the anode side, the hydrogen fuel is exposed to the
catalyst, which encourages the disassociation of electrons
from hydrogen atoms. The positive hydrogen ions will
migrate through the separator; but, since the separator
is electrically non-conductive, the electrons cannot move
through it. This creates a potential difference (voltage)
between the anode and cathode.

When the anode and cathode are connected with a
conductor, the electrons will move around the separator to
the cathode, which is exposed to the oxidizer. The chemical

reaction is completed; water is created as the byproduct.
An electrical load can be connected between the anode
and cathode, and therefore work can be done. This is
what allows the fuel -cell to be a power source.

It's important to note that this is an exothermic chemi-
cal reaction, which means that a substantial amount of
heat is given off.

The potential between anode and cathode is on the
order of 0.7V; and so just as in the case of batteries

Radio is our main line, not just a sideline.

State-of-the-art design

Proven reliability

Cool and blue - no boring black or

gray here!

Ikaa era at Eekot4 1(6424 as i1i-16/ BSHOW
fiffteril 20 - 23. 2009 / ,kr,rs t. '

P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207) 647-8273

sales@shively.corn www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified I
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Hydrogen fuel is channeled through field flow
plates on the anode on one side of the fuel cell,
while oxidant (oxygen or air) is channeled to the
cathode on the other side of the cell

Backing layers

Hydrogen gas
Oxidant

Hydrogen
flow field

2
At the anode, a platinum catalyst
causes the hydrogen to split
into positive hydrogen ions
(protons) and negatively charged
electrons.

Unused fuel

Anode (negativity)

Water

Cathode (positively)

Polymer electrolyte
membrane

Oxidant
flow field

3
The polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM) allows
only the positively charged ions
to pass through it to the cathode
The negatively charged electrons
must travel along an external circuit
to the cathode, creating an
electrical current.

4 At the cathode, the electrons
and positively charged hydrogen
ions combine with oxygen to form
water, which flows out of the cell

The components of a proton -exchange membrane fuel cell.

See us at NAB Booth #C1632

Sabre designs, manufac:tures and installs towers

to meet your broaccast specifications. We offer

everything from custorr FM support sections to

turnkey AM installations. Committed to customer

service, we deliver quali:y products at competitive

prices with the shcrtest lead times.

Call Sabre today for all your tower needs.

j
waerPsrpts

A Division o. Sabre Industries, Inc.

1-800-369-6690

broadcastsales@sabrecom.com
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A direct -methanol fuel cell. The actual fuel cell stack
is the layered element in the center.

Fuel Cells
or photo -voltaic cells, the fuel -cells can be connected
together in series and parallel, making a system with
higher -voltage and greater current capability.

various forms
The type of fuel -cell that uses pure hydrogen for the

fuel is known as the proton -exchange membrane fuel -
cell. (The proton -exchange membrane makes up the
separator I referred to above.). There is another type of
PEMFC that uses other hydrocarbons as fuel; the waste
byproducts are then CO2 and water. (More on those
below.) Operating temperature of a PEMFC is between
50 and 220 degrees Celsius.

One key component to a PEMFC is the catalyst, which
is typically platinum or palladium. There is another type of
fuel -cell, known as a solid -oxide fuel cell (or SOFC) that
operates at a much higher internal temperature - 600
to 1000 degrees C. One advantage is that it does not
need the catalyst on either the anode or cathode. The
separator (as the name suggests) is ceramic. At these
high temperatures, disassociated oxygen ions will move
through the ceramic to oxidize the fuel on the anode side.
Again, water is a byproduct. Connecting the cathode
and anode together with a conductor allows electrons
to flow; they can be used to do work just like any other
electrical generator.

.. .. , -, ._
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Bliss Communi

LET RAM DESIGN A BROADCAST FURNITURE
PACKAGE TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Specializing in Broadcast Furniture & Integration

PRN- Concord, N C

800.779.7575 RAM Broadcast Systems
www.ramsyscom.com
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Hydrogen alternatives
As I mentioned above, it isn't necessary to use pure

hydrogen as fuel for a PEM fuel -cell.
Some manufacturers have worked to develop PEMFCs

that use methanol as the fuel source. Methanol can be
used to generate about 4.4kWh per liter of fuel. How-
ever, Lilliputian Systems of Wilmington, MA, has spent
five years developing a matchbook -size SOFC that uses
butane as its fuel. Butane, according to Lilliputian, is a
better source of energy, since you can generate about
7.4kWh of power with one liter.

They make use of the intense heat to crack the butane
molecules into hydrogen and carbon. The entire SOFC
is enveloped in glass under a vacuum - much like a light
bulb. Lilliputian expects to market the SOFC in 2009.

The Direct Methanol Fuel Cell type is an offshoot of
the PEMFCs discussed herein. MTI Micro Fuel Cells
of Albany, NY, has produced and demonstrated
prototypes of its DMFC, mainly for use as battery
replacements for electronic cameras and camcorders.
Like Lilliputian, MFI expects their fuel -cell to reach the
marketplace in 2009.

Toshiba has touted its DMFC fuel -cell technology
for several years and has shown it at various technol-
ogy showcases during that time. It showed a new
cell -phone at CEATEC just this fall that uses a small
DMFC to charge the lithium -ion battery that goes with

the telephone. I' has comme-iced mass production of
the DMFC technology.

Panasonic (which recently officially changed its

name from Matsushita) is produc'ng a PEMFC for
home use, with an output of 120Voc and a power
capability of lkW.

Panasonic has tested these units in Japanese house-
holds since 2005, and expects production in 2010.
Some of its more interesting specifications: lifetime is
40,000 hours with 4,000 startup cycles (good enough
for 10 years of service). It holds up to 200 liters of fuel
(assuming you can find it) and it weighs 275 pounds
- so don't get too excited about buying one for use at
remote broadcasts. Not yet anyway.

For the last three or four years, tile introduction of
the mass -production of small fuel-ceqs has been "right
around the corner" so the current claims of all parties
that 2009 is their target year need to be taken with the
proverbial grain of salt. With the energy crisis of 2008,
and the strong desire for more green technology from
more and more consumers, and the ever-present desire
to be freed from the tyranny of rechargeable batteries,
it's only a matter of time before small fuel -cells reach
the market for real.

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor far Clear Channel NYC
and chief engineer of WKTU, Ynrk Contact him at dn' in
dougirwin, net.

Step up to a Crown

CROLLII1 BROADCAST
FM Transmitters from 30 watts to 10kW with optional built in audio processor
FM Translators with built in receivers
Frequency agile from the front panel
3 -Year warranty
Compact-small footprint
Low power (up to 600 watts) able to now monitor
VSWR and control power via remote control.
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Current Crown Users-You can take advantage of Crown Broadcast's exclusive unit
upgrade program. With this program you will be able to send in yoir current function-
ing Crown product and have the unit renewed to like -new condition complete with 2-
year warranty. You can also have the units powered up from 30w to 300w and from
100w to 300w. Upgrades are also available for the receiver hoard and audio processor.
This program allows for a long-term investment in your current product without the
investment in a new product.

Crown Broadcast IREC, 25166 Leer Drive, Elkhart, IN, 46514 www.crowiihro,litc,--.1, rrn ph
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
By John Landry, CSRE

Mount up
Who hasn't had trouble mounting comput-
ers in racks? Many servers supplied by

broadcast automation providers as well as
corporate IT vendors do come with some rack -
mounting hardware, but many are designed
for computer -type racks (the ones with large
square holes that accept threaded inserts) or
they are too deep or not wide enough to fit into

the broadcast rack. Many
times a one- or two -unit rack shelf

can be used to hold a server in place. If there
are rear rack rails, another shelf mounted in the
rear can add extra support for the deeper servers.
A more permanent and professional solution can

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

be found at www.
racksolutions .com
(903-453-0801).
This company spe-
cializes in rack
mount kits, and they
have a complete
index online for

most IBM, Dell and HP hardware. The company
can also design and build custom rails or sliders
for just about anything that will fit inside a rack.
Most rack kits also include a cable management
system, which will look good and keep cabling
under control while maintenance is performed.

Flat-out repairs
Flat LCD screens are now the standard for
most desktop workstations and TVs. They are

certainly easier to carry and set up than their old
CRT counterparts, but my experience has shown
that they don't hold up well in a 24/7 operation.
We have several Samsung Syncmaster 940 TVs
that went into service at the end of 2006 and
have already failed. Most of them stop working
because the capacitors in the little switching power
supply burst open.

The capacitors chosen for this TV were some of
the smallest available. While they were rated for
105° C operation, they were not low ESR types,
which compounded the problem. Most of these TVs

have been repaired by complete replacement of
all of the capacitors on the power supply board.
The United Chemi-Con Type LXY and KMG have
been used as replacements with great success.

One Planar desktop monitor needed not only
a power supply rebuild but also new backlight
tubes. These tubes are very small fluorescent light
bulbs housed in a plastic slot in the rear of the
display. JKL Components makes the bulbs, which
are available through Digi Key. While these bulbs
come in many lengths and nine different diameters,
virtually all of them draw the same amount of
current per tube (5mA). Most of the lamp driver
boards have an adjustment pot and usually after
adjusting it the screen works again.

More power
Afriend recently had to produce a remote and
was short a headphone amplifier (there also

was no money to buy anything, so whatever we
could find would have to do). Digging through the
equipment pile resulted in several pairs of headsets
and cables, and a Realistic SA -150 amplifier.
When we set up the remote (a talk show at a small
diner) it was obvious we would need more volume
in the headphones. I took the SA -150 home and
found a simple solution: Turn it into a bridging
amplifier. The SA -150 uses a Sanyo LA4440
amplifier chip. After downloading the spec sheet
from www.datasheetarchive.com I found out the
chip could deliver 19W in bridging mode instead
of the as -designed 6W. And because the Radio

Shack designer used Sanyo's circuit straight from
the datasheet, this would be an easy mod. The
end result was good enough.
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OZ. FM TRANSMITTERS
BROADCAST

All transmitter powers with th
quality price ratio
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EM2000 is a 2000W FM transmitter mode
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W high -
efficiency MOSFET technology amplifying modules, fed by 2
independent switching power supp les, which are made to
withstand the working conditions. The omplifiong modules
work independently thanks to a power combining structure
that provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA From september in:

departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Avdo. Son Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fabrics y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-' 87878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Paraguay, 6
LA MUELA

50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA
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MT/MR PLATINUM IGFiz
is a high-periormonce Studio -to -Transmitter Li -k. It is mode
up of the SW MT transmitter externally synthesized in 10MHz
sub -bones with a step of 100KHz, and the MR double
conversion receiver, that is externally synhesi:ed too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and incxrdes LCD display
for the visuolizahon of the most relevant m3ns.mssi xi parameters
(frequenc^ (6 -digit), forward and reflected power, modulotion
level), boionced Mono, Stereo (MPX). The MP receiver hos
the some visualization system as the t-omra.i.itter. t includes
balanced Mono and Stereo (MPX) outputs .-ur nennore, the
MT/MR Platinum ST1 includes a jumper in crde to get a
proper operation with digital signals.

EiVil (XX* is a 13000W FM transmee, mode
up o the FM 25.) COMPACT DIG exciter and th-ee cotrol mils
whit 0.mb:ie the power of six AM 2000 FM anvil e -s. AM
2000 in didas eight 300W high-effic ency MOSFET tech -10409y
err iplfyir modubs, fed by 2 independent snitching power supplies,
which ore 1110-fe tar withstand the working condition., Tie c mplif ying
mpdeles initependiently thanks to a power c3mlaning stucture
that pro -ides in* isolation between then-
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Digilink-Xtrem Automation

Read what our users say about Xtreme automation...

WZOC FM / WTCA AM, Plymouth, Indiana
"The things I love about Xtreme are its reli-

ability and simplicity. Xtreme runs circles

around other automation systems. I have had

the Xtreme for over 4 years and have never

needed a service call."

Jim Kunze, Station Manager

KWCL FM, Oak Grove, Louisiana

"We love the system. I don't know why

you would go with anything else. Easy

to program. very responsive. I recom-

mend it. -

Ivy Robinson, Owner

WFIW AM & FM, Fairfield, Illinois

Once I did the original install I

didn't have to do anything at all.

It's easy to use and it doesn't take

a lot to keep it going. I've got

three here."

Kirk Wallace

KLAM AM / KCDV FM. Cordova, Alaska

"It works! It works smoothly. It's solid. It

doesn't crash. I like the games feature!"

J.R. Lewis. President & GM

Join the hundreds of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full featured, it is

easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from either the no contract $100 per month

'Solutions Program' or buy 'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500.

With the $100 per month 'Solutions Program.' you receive Xtreme software (On Air. Production, a

Scheduling) and "Bridge" hardware PLUS training, support, and upgrades for your ENTIRE radio station. You sup-

ply the PCs or we can supply them for you. For less than the cost of a good cell phone contract you can be on air

tomorrow with Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio.

With 'Xtreme-Complete' for $6,500, you purchase a complete system ready for air: DELL business PC,

Arrakis 'Bridge', and Xtreme software for on air, production, scheduling, voice tracking and more. The system

comes with a full year of the 'Solutions Program' with training, support, upgrades, and next business day 'Bridge'

replacement if it should fail. The DELL PC comes with 3 years of next business day, on site service from DELL.

Order your system today and receive it tomorrow, call us at 970-461-0730 ext 309

www.arrakis-systems.com



Digilink automation from A AKIS

'Xtreme- Solution'

SIO0per month

Windows PC

- supply your own

Windows PC and receive...

Arrakis 'Bridge' Radio Station interface

Dual sound cards for Program and Cue

 ID input stereo switcher for Program B Record

 Logic for 18 satellite sources

Arrakis Solutions Support program

 Free Telephone training

...Free Training at Factory studios

...Free Telephone support

 Free software updates

...Free hardware service on Arrakis Bridge

For less than the cost of a good cell phoie

program you can be on the monthly

Xtreme Solutions Program

'Xtreme- Complete'

S6,500 purchase

Dell Optiplex Business PC

windows XP -Pro

3 year on site Dell support

Arrakis 'Bridge' Radio Station interface

Dual sound yards for Program and Cue

ID input stereo switcher for Program B Record

Logic for ID satellite sources

1 Year Arrakis solutions Support program

FreE Telephone training

Free Training at Factory studios

- Free Telephone support

- Free software updates

- Free hardwa-e service on Arrakis Bridge

-BSW
803.426.8434

www.bswusa.com

970-461-0730 ext 309



Out
Live remote video surveillance

By Bryce Witcher

Is it safe?" Do you recall this
memorable line in the 1976
classic conspiracy thriller, Marathon

Man, with Dustin Hoffman? Is it safe? Is
your radio station safe?

According to the Media Security and Reli-
ability Council, radio broadcasting stations
"should have appropriate physical security,
augmented by security personnel and/or video
surveillance at their key facilities, including stu-
dios/newsrooms, satellite transmit and receive
sites and antenna/transmitter sites." This is a best -
practices measure they are promoting so broadcasters
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Preview BURLI-
The Next Generatio
at NAB 2009
#N5131

BURLI.
NEWSROOM
SYSTEM
SOFTWARE.

news data ingest and
management, including rss
and xml feeds

newscast/rundown
management

e-mail and fax ingest and
management

audio ingest, recording, editing
and play -to -air

radio prompter

assignments management

contacts database

xml export to websites/new
media platforms

Burli's reliability, ease -of -use
and state-of-the-art features
make it a leading choice for radio
newsrooms around the world and
across America, including the
largest all -news newsrooms in
the country's top markets.

TO FIND OUT HOW BURLI CAN
WORK FOR YOU...

www.burli.com
info@burli.com +1.604.684.3140
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Keep
and other mass communication entities
protect themselves and their listeners
from vulnerabilities in the event of natural

Out and man-made disasters.
But how is a small, remote radio station

supposed to afford additional security
measures when they can't afford to take on the extra expenses

or hassle? There are many factors in evaluating the need for
added or updated security, a variety of preventative measures

that can be taken to prevent unwanted acts. One of them
includes using video surveillance to achieve detection and
early response in the event of an intrusion.

Enforcement tools
Law enforcement representatives indicate that surveil-

lance cameras can act as powerful enforcement tools
and crime deterrents. The reality for personnel or security
staff at a radio station is that they cannot be everywhere
at once. By using video surveillance, the staff can be
empowered with an extra pair of eyes to both prevent
crime and catch criminals in the act.

Many businesses choose video surveillance as part
of their overall security approach because of the nearly
conclusive evidence it can create, especially when it
comes to prosecuting in court. And they are striving to get
the most out of their investment. After all, these are tough
times, and you have to maximize your investment.

Remote cameras can be monitored by
a service 24/7.

 arm
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Some station managers may feel that video surveil-
lance is a luxury, but many will agree that employing
it is a necessity. Some facilities do not have much in
the way of security other than locks on chains on the
fencing that surrounds their transmitting towers. Adding
a camera can go a long way toward keeping this type
of area secure.

Reports indicated that nearly a dozen radio station
facilities in Texas were broken into in October 2004.
Power supply lines were interrupted and log books were
stolen or rifled through. Other fairly minor theft and
vandalism occurred, but no expensive equipment was
taken, though it could have happened. Law enforcement
officials believed in this case that this simply was not
ordinary mischief, but a terrorist test !o establish police
response times and determine how extensive efforts
would be to infiltrate the stations to cause a possible
interruption of emergency broadcast communications.
Had there been some sort of perimeter intrusion detection
or video surveillance in place, the perpetrators could
have been apprehended.

In creating the most ideal physical security scenario for
your station, you don't always have to start from scratch.
Many broadcast facilities already have an existing IP
infrastructure that can be exploited by plugging in network
cameras. However, installing all the appropriate equip-
ment does not necessarily get you to your goal. You can

www.c rban.com

G:tirch-#11.61Trd PriCia3DDECOgt, Cam]

ois

 Compact siza for broader CPL selection

 A professional soundcard with 3 full featured OPTIMOD audio
processor...the ultimate DAB streaming and mastering sound card

 Word Clock Support - Separate BNC clock sync input

 Full Windows mixer and metering support makes the 1101 the
ideal sound card for Windows based playout systems designated
for digital applications

Mid South 1.877.391.2650 Bob Mayben

Contact SCMS Central 1.731.695.1714 Bernie O'Brien

at any of its offices West Coast
Mid West

1.866.673.9267
1.513.899.3036

Doug Tharp
Mary Schnelle

to discLss your needs South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295 Art White

1.800.438.6040
North East
South West

1.315.623.7655
1.210.775.2725

Jim Peck
John Lackness

Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy North Central 1.513.376.8600 Pam Leffler

HQ in Pineville, NC
Pro Audio
Latin America

1.877.640.8205
1.760.650.1427

Ric Goldstein
Lily Massan

Bradley Division 1.800.732.7665 Art Reed/Bob Eburg
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Keep
have all the cameras in the world, but
the system needs to be managed and
watched on a regular basis.

Most stations are short on staffing, so
watching the cameras could become
the added responsibility of existing

personnel. On the other hand, there are companies that
offer monitoring services - for a significantly lower cost
compared to hiring your own staff or security guard. The
decision to take advantage of that expertise will depend
on how you want to allocate resources. If you are fortunate

enough to operate a radio station that has security guards,
outsourcing the monitoring function can actually save a lot
of money because it allows you to reduce or even eliminate

your on -site security guard staff. So instead of adding costs,

you can minimize them when stepping up your security.
Besides staffing guards who are actually willing to show
up to work odd hours can be a headache.

Video storage options
As you're considering installing a video surveillance

system, you will be faced with many video storage op-
tions. There are on -site recording devices,
such as a DVR, but a technology becoming
more widely accepted is video hosting and
off -site recording.

Use of this method of recording video
is especially promising if an IP network
has already been built, and offers several
advantages. Because the video is hosted
online, the recordings are safely stored
off site. You do not need to worry about
someone stealing or destroying the on -site re-
cording device while he commits his crime.
The video is always accessible through a

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phones and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system has

been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting Bar

and Board No. I

(20"x12").

o,

www.yellowtec.com

YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: infoeyellowtec com

Surveilance cameras themselves
must be in secured locations.
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Trained personnel can watch a
site for signs of trouble.

vub IriteitoLe, which is especially useful
if the staff wants to keep an eye on the
transmitter site from the studio. Because the
video is online, access can be granted to
first responders such as the police so they
can assess what kind of response team to
dispatch.

Because constantly monitoring the surveil-
lance video is important and knowing that
station staff is limited, we can take this one
step further. Real-time remote surveillance, or
a remote monitoring service, allows trained
personnel with the appropriate monitoring
equipment to view the surveillance camera
system at your studio or tower from their
off -site location. This is a security option a
growing number of businesses are using, and
becoming increasingly popular for anyone
interested in mitigating their losses at their
broadcasting facility. If you have real-time
surveillance services as part of your security
program, you have a person working on
your behalf to intervene while the incidents
are taking place.

Alex Arredondo, an officer at the Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD), was
recently involved in an arrest made pos-
sible by the services of Iveda Solutions. The
California facility is remotely monitored by
the company's staff via the Internet from its
surveillance center in Arizona. When the
intervention specialist on duty alerted the
LAPD that a break-in and theft was taking
place, Arredondo and his fellow officers
were able to apprehend the perpetrator.

Whether or not you use video surveil-
lance at your station will largely depend
on how secure you need the facility to be,
compared to what you are willing to invest.
The benefits of using video surveillance can
speak for themselves in terms of reducing
the chance of experiencing lost air time.
Reductions in the occurrences of theft and
vandalism are also an advantage. The only
drawback of implementing video security
can be the initial investment on cameras.

But, you will be surprised of the savings when
you compare the cost of traditional guard ser-
vices, even when you have to buy equipment
in the first year. Needless to say, savings in
subsequent years is astronomical. The pros
definitely outweigh The cons; therefore it is

time to consider using video surveillance for
your facilities.

Witcher is the marketing manager for Veda Solutions,
Mesa, AZ

Installing a new STL System?
Here are
10 Reasons why
APT's WorldNet Oslo
should be considered
for your next STL

. . . -Ir.

The choice of professional broad:asters throughout
the US & Canada, the WorldNet Oslo offers
everything you could want from a studio transmitter
link for T1 or IP operation

11 Compatible with Harris Intraplex
,nleroperability using linear & Enhanced

ap. ludio. the WorldNet Oslo car be deployed in yew
existing network to operate alongside legacy Intraplex
equipment.

2) Future -Proofing for your Network
Incorp ,rating both tP & Ti , El transport in a single
chassis. the WorldNet Oslo makes it easy to migrate
your audio networks to IP.

3) Proven IP Technology
With several major project installations throughout tie
networks of companies such as Clear Channel, Citadel,
the BBC, ABC and the European Broadcast Union, the
WorldNet Oslo has become the professional IP audio
codec of choice worldwide.

41 Flexible, Scalable Solutions
Providing a tailored fit for your audio requirements, APT
offer a range of stereo codec solutions such as the
WorldNet Rio IT1) or the WorldCast series IIPI for
use in stereo drop-off locations.

5) Great Channel Density
Over 15 different varieties of pre -configured, plug-in
modu'es are available for the WorldNet Oslo enabling
the delivery of up to 24 channels per chassis.

6) PSU Redundancy & Range of Back -Up

'3* Ja ,3a

8) Nigh Duality, Low Delay Audio
With pure linear audio and high quality Enhanced apt -X
cotbng supplied as standard on all duplex audio cards,
the WorldNet Oslo will make your station sound simply
outstanding!

8) New & Innovative Technology
The WorldNet Oslo is APTs flagship product and new
features and modules are regularly added to ensure
tha the unit continues to meet the changing needs of
broadcasters.

9) Integrated Control & Management
With the WorldNet Oslo, there is no need to mess around
with dip switches or a Command Line Interface. APTs
Codec Management System ICMSI Software provides
control of the entire network from a single seat via an
intuitive and comprehensive GUI.

1W Cost -Effective
AFT offer a range of affordable STL packages to suit
many different applications and budgets. Contact your
local APT Office or Distributor for more details.

WDrldNet Oslo

Optic ns Infra lex STL
The1AorldNet Oslo has no single point of failure and .:an ad"'"'"r" pms

be configured to provide multiple layers of redundaicy
ensuring your station stays on air even under the most
stressful network conditions.

7) New & Innovative Technology
The WorldNet Oslo is APIs flagship product and new
features and modules are regularly added to ensure
that Le unit continues to meet tie changing need.; of
br, . 'asters.

apt
soundconnections

APT North America
48 Sommer Street, Suita 1,
Watertown MA 02472

IA en-
a.

T: 803 955-APTX I T 61.923-22e0
E: inicifaaptcodecs.com I W: www.aptcodecs.com
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Intrinsic Net
Studio Hawk By Bob Newberry

More often than we would like, our radio stations
are being left unattended for longer periods of
time. The recent global economic downturn

can only make this situation worse. It is important to have
a device that can monitor each of your radio stations and
alert key personnel whenever silence is detected. Often
these silence sensors take the form of an appliance that
will make a call to a predetermined phone number when
a set of contacts closes on a separate audio relay. This
report highlights a full -featured silence sensor capable of
alerting a list of key personnel by e-mail and text messag-
ing to cell phones.

The Studio Hawk is a mission -defined version of the Plus
Sine transmitter remote control from Intrinsic Net. It includes
a self -installing program CD, a security dongle and a small
USB-connected analog to digital converter box. You supply
a computer with Windows XP Operating system and a UPS to keep the system
running through power failures. Installation of the Studio Hawk program on a
computer was straight forward using the simple instruction guide that comes in

the box. Use a computer dedicated to this task to
ensure consistent and reliable alerting. The Studio
Hawk does not require a separate audio relay
device to act as a trigger. Instead the audio is fed
directly into the supplied A/D convertor. The A/D
is a small box attached to the computer via USB
2.0. The computer will need to have access to
the Internet and a mail relay server. The mail relay
server is usually maintained by your Internet Service

Provider and is almost always free for your use.
The Studio Hawk can be configured to monitor the

audio from up to eight different audio sources by
using the unbalanced inputs of the supplied analog -
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Performance at a glance
Monitors EAS

receivers

Detects up to eight
audio sources

Alerts via text
messages or e-mail

Generates
e -mailed reports

Runs on Windows

to -digital converter. If you prefer using balanced
inputs you can configure the Studio Hawk to monitor

four audio sources. In my use, four radio stations
was a perfect fit. I bridged the audio coming from
the air monitor distribution amplifier going to my
air monitor archive recorder. The high impedance
of the Studio Hawk's A/D convertor assures it will
not load the audio being sampled.

vu meters
The main screen of the Studio Hawk shows a rep-

resentation of an analog VU meter for each station
monitored. A right double mouse click on any VU

meter brings up the setup screen for that channel.
This is where you can grab a large slider fader
for precise audio level adjustment. Each channel
can be independently set for the threshold where
the level is considered silent, the amount of time
in seconds before a silence is logged, and the
amount of time in seconds before an alarm is sent.
The report capability of this software is worth the
price alone. The software keeps a database of all
silence incidents even if they are below the amount
of time you set for immediate notification. The Studio
Hawk can be set up to e-mail this report on a daily
or weekly basis to as many employees as you like.
Custom reports can be made for a particular radio
station. Any report can be e -mailed as often as you

like to any number of recipients. Now you have a
record of even the short silences that need to be
investigated later but not long enough to bother
waking people up in the middle of the night.

The e-mail addresses of program directors and
anyone else who should receive silence notifications
are entered in the contact information screen. I prefer
to have an entry for each person's e-mail address
and cell phone text messaging address. The text
message will usually arrive to a person's phone in
a matter of seconds while the e-mail message is a
good record to keep for a follow-up investigation
at your leisure. On another screen each of these
addresses is combined into a "paging group". In
this way specific groups of people can be targeted
for a silence detected on specific stations. Each time
silence is detected for a specified amount of time
the entire paging group you assign will be notified.
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Studio Hawk reports problems via
e-mail (above) and text messaging.

If the silence continues into a second time period
you specify, the paging group is alerted again by
another barrage of text messages.

In my application, I have set my Studio Hawk to
log silence periods lasting longer than 10 seconds
and to send the group e-mail and text messages
for silences longer than 30 seconds. If the silence
continues longer than say, 5 minutes, another salvo
of e-mail and text messages are sent. Thereafter,
every 5 minutes, messages are resent until the
silence is corrected or the maximum amount of
attempts you set in the program are made. The
beautiful aspect of this is not lost when you are at
dinner with the wife and family. You can discreetly
look at your cell phone's text message notifying
you of the problem. If you don't get any further
messages you can safely assume the problem
has corrected itself and you can check it out later

FIELD REPORT
at your convenience. Customized ring
tones for your alerts can be added to
most cell phones that will let you know
before you look down that the Studio
Hawk has sent you a message.

Several versions of the Hawkond now
the Studio Hawk have been an ind.spensible safety
net for our operations in Birmingham and Tuscaloosa

for several years now. I feel comfortable enough
to "disengage" from constant monitoring knowing
the Studio Hawk will alert me the minute any one
of our stations has cn audio problem.

Newberry is the market engineenng manager for Clear
Channel Radio, Birmingham and Tusr-aloosa Al.

Editor's note Reid Reports are an exclusive Radro magazine feature
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Genelec
6010A & 5040A By Chris Wygal, CBRE

One of the most bizarre -looking machines ever invented is the monster
truck. Failing to notice the tires on monster trucks is impossible, as
they weigh nearly 1,000 pounds each. While not suitable for daily

driving, monster truck tires are perfect for their task: crushing cars.
Many smaller production studios today simply have a computer, a microphone

and possibly a favorite rack -mounted processor or two. Plus, if editing software is
loaded onto a laptop, one must ask, Does a pair of permanently mounted near -
reference studio speakers look like monster truck tires by comparison? When it
comes to choosing speakers, deciding on their size, SPL and frequency response is

tough. To make the choice easier Genelec developed
the 6010A and 5040A active speaker system and
it performs like a carcrushing, all-weather radial.

Start at the bottom
The system is actually a union of the 6010A active

loudspeaker and the 5040A active subwoofer. The
sub is a 12" round metal canister -like LFE speaker

Performance at a glance
Magnetically

shielded design

Volume control unit
for arm's -reach
volume control

Compact size

Independent
two-way amplifiers

RCA and 3.5mm
connections

Iso-Pod desktop
mounts for speaker

isolation

35Hz to 18kHz
response

(next page) that fits nicely under a desk or in a
corner. It weighs just under 14 pounds and is the
connection point for the system, which can facilitate
two to five 6010A loudspeakers (stereo or 5.1
surround). Inputs and adjustments are located on
the bottom of the speaker facing the floor (the sub
sits on three legs for total height of 10").

For stereo operation (using two 6010As), two
RCA jacks or a 3.5mm stereo jack are available.
The 3.5mm input jack makes portable setups quick
and easy, as the headphone output from a laptop
or other editing device can feed the system. The
connector and control section of the 5040A con-
tains all audio inputs and outputs, the mains input,
subwoofer level control, volume control unit jack,
and roll off and phase dipswitch adjustments. The
subwoofer level control adjusts the sub level to the
main speakers. Roll off adjustments can be set in

2dB increments to achieve anechoic response.
Phase control dipswitches allow for phase cor-
rection due to subwoofer placement in relation to
the main loudspeakers, and can be adjusted in
90 -degree increments.

The handiest feature of the system is the volume
control unit. It looks like a miniature 5040A, except
that it sits on the desk at arm's reach. The 5040A is
equipped with six inputs to facilitate 5.1 surround
operation. The integrated crossover network in the
sub feeds five main channels, directing frequencies
below 85Hz to the subwoofer and the rest of the
range to the loudspeakers. It contains a 6.5" mag-
netically shield driver with a response range from 35

to 120Hz that can generate SPLs up to 98dB (mea-
sured at 1 meter). The driver cone faces downward
toward the floor. The design of the 5040A makes
its placement in the studio seemingly transparent.
It reacts well to the acoustic environment, making
LFE reproduction true and accurate. Of course with
any speaker system, experimentation in subwoofer
placement is inarguably mandatory.

Moving on up
With the low end taken care of by the 5040A,

120Hz and above is accurately handled by a pair
(or more if in surround) of 6010A active loudspeak-
ers. The sleek and compact design complements any

desktop where pristine 74Hz to 18kHz response is
needed. It is just over 7" high, about 4.5" square,
weighing 3 pounds. It contains a 3" bass driver
and 0.75" metal dome treble driver (each with
their own independent 12W amplifiers) and can
produce an SPL greater than 100dB.

As is the 5040A, the 601 OA is made of die-cast
aluminum and boasts the Minimum Diffraction En-
closure design, which reduces edge diffraction. It

also boasts Directivity Control Waveguide, which
helps ccrrect frequency imbalances in poor acoustic
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5040A subwoofer with volume control

environments. The 6010A is magnetically shielded,
making it operable near CRT monitors.

While not necessary for normal operation, the
6010A is fed by the RCA outputs on the 5040A
(cables supplied), but it can be fed by other means
if the sub is not included in the system. Level control,
bass tilt and desktop control, along with power
mains and audio input are located on the back of
the speaker. Level control adjusts the input sensitivity
of the speaker for proper level matching. Bass tilt
dipswitches allow for bass response adjustment in
increments of 2dB. This feature is used when the
6010A is placed near a wall or other boundary
that may skew the behavior of its lower frequen-
cies. Desktop control attenuates frequencies near
200Hz by 4dB, which can be problematic when
a horizontal reflective surface exists between the
user and the speaker. The 6010A has three pairs of

FIELD REPORT
threaded holes on the back that are compatible with

Omnimount, Vesa or Sanus brackets. However, for
everyday desktop use, it sits on the Iso-Pod, which very

effectively insulates the table from speaker vibrations.

The adjustable Iso-Pod allows for correct alignment.
The 6010A can also be mounted on a mic stand
using the 3/8" UNC threaded hole.

The evolution of our industry and audio produc-
tion is moving us toward more condensed gear.
Genelec's 6010A and 5040A
system is portable and compact
with no sacrifice of quality and
accuracy. When cor-crushing ref-
erence monitors are needed and
lack of space and portability are
the reality, this all -terrain system is

the right fix.

Genelec
P 508 652 0900

W www.genelecusa.com

E genelec.usa@genelec.com

144/gal is the programmer, engineer and Web designer
for WRVL in Lynchburg, VA.
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RF Specialties °
Group

Transmitters
Antennas
Audio Processing
Consoles & Racks
STL / RPU Systems
Microphones

Audio Cable
Combiners / Phasers / ATUs
T-1 and IP Audio CODECS
Racks / Cable Ladders
Copper and Grounding Systems

www.rfspecialties.com

EVERYTHING
From Here To Here

HD Monitoring
RF Analyzers
Remote Control Systems
Telephone Hybrids
And MUCH more...

"RF" is GOOD FOR YOU !
Call your nearest RF Specialties Office:
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Kintronic Labs
Kinstar By Tom F. King

More and more communities and neighborhoods across America are
growing tired of the proliferation of cellular telephone towers, resulting
in the establishment of revised local zoning laws for new structures

that reflect a lowering of the maximum allowable height. Star -H Corporation
and Kintronic Labs are now able to offer a solution for AM non -directional
station operators. The Kinstar antenna conceived by Star -H Corporation, par-
ticularly Dr. James Breakall, professor of electrical engineering at Penn State
University, was developed into a marketable broadcast product by Kintronic
Labs. The Kinstar was officially iype-accepted by the FCC on October 25,

Outer radius Inner radius

OR, operating on 1250kHz with 900W daytime
power and 37W nighttime power. KCST owner,
Jon Thompson, needed to replace his 57.89 me-
ter tower. His contract engineer, R. Sparks Scott,
recommended he consider the Kinstar antenna,
which, following further investigation with his
consulting engineer, Bob McClanathan, P.E., he
decided to install at a location 1.3 miles northeast
of his old tower site. As his frequency of 1250kHz,
he has o maximum height above the ground of
70' with the Kinstar, which fit well with the local
zoning height restriction of 72'. Also realizing
he would have no tower painting required with

the Kinstar, Thompson saw the
decision to go with the Kinstar
as a logical move that would
save substantially on long term
maintenance costs.

The Kinstar antenna design
licensed by the FCC as a
top -loaded antenna is shown
in Figure 1.

The KCST Kinstar was de-
signed in accordance with the
scaled electrical dimensions
defined by the experimental
antenna operated under FCC
experimental license WS2XTR
for operation on 1680kHz.
With an electrical height of 63'
and top loading of 134 feet
the KCST Kinstar operating on
1250kHz was installed with five
85' wooden utility poles, and

standard pole line hardware and cable in one and
a half days by a utility company out of Portland.
All of the anchors were screw anchors buried in
the soil using a hydraulicallydriven auger; there-
fore, no co'icrete was required in the installation.
A 120 -radial quarter wave ground system was
installed following the antenna installation.

Height

Transmitter and
matching
network

Figure 1. Kinstar antenna final design configuration
using lumped element matching and with top
and bottom of vertical radiating wires connected
together. All antenna wires are insulated from
ground and supports.

2005, for full-time omnidirectional operation in
the AM bond in the U.S. market in accordance
with Public Notice DA 05-2741 entitled Media
Bureau Adopts Simplified Application Procedures
for AM Nondirectional Kinstar Antennas.

On Jan. 11, 2009, the first Kinstar antenna
was placed on the air by KCST-AM in Florence,
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A Perfect Fit
Designed for Quality, Function, Beauty...and Affordability.

We started a revolution in broadcast furniture and now our designs are the industry
standard. They remain in the forefront of high tech engineering and manufacturing
design with thousands of satisfied customers worldwide.

Our Master craftsmen, the finest materials, and computerized machines ensure precise
cutting and a seamless fit for any studio - big, small or in between. Our committment to
service, quality and fair prices have made us the number one broadcast studio furniture
manufacturer in the world. Join us.

-

-Rod Graham, President

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Broadcast Furniture...System Integration...Automation

www.graham-studios.com  Toll Free 866.481.6696



For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams. fiperglass panels. d ffusers. bass
and corner traps. vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free I.888465-2900
Web: http://www.amusticsfirst.com
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Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X -1000B
Bring major market sound to
your radio station with the dual,
hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modulation in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B.
(1KW HD 8. DRM ready AM transmitter).

Er gineered with the latest technology
acvances, X -1000B offe-s high
re iability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Cell us today!

A ARMSTRONG
AlaT RANISN/II r1 EPt CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@ormstrongtx.com A www.armstrongtx.com
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Figure 3. View of
the KCST Kinstar
antenna with the
center feed at the

left, three of the
five total support
poles shown and

the transmitter
building on the

right with the STL
dish installed on
the pole closest

to the transmitter
building.

A photo of the feed [-if ut the base
of the center pole of the Kinstar antenna
is shown in Figure 2. An overall view
of the KCST Kinstar antenna is shown
in Figure 3.
With the height of the Kinstar pole

supports falling below the average
height of trees in the nearby forest, the
antenna blends into the background
rendering it invisible to the passers by
on the coastal highway. As a result,
the Kinstar is clearly an environmentally
friendly antenna technology.
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The ENDECs are Coming... The ENDECs are coming...

111' 1 I 1 1 11

Figure 2. The feedpoint of the KCST
Kinstar antenna showing three of

the four insulated vertical elements
with the associated commoning ring

and the Kintronic Labs Model LTU-
1B-1600 antenna matching unit.

Another advantage of the antenna is
the wide audio bandwidth it offers in
comparison to the typically narrow band
characteristics of electrically short AM
antennas. Figure 4 illustrates the small
change in resistance and reactance of
the KCST Kinstar measured over the
1250 ±15kHz band.
The inherent audio bandwidth perfor-

mance of the Kinstar is evidenced by the
less than 2 ohm variation in R and the
less than 10 ohm variation in X over the
30kHz bandwidth of a typical HD Radio

lot

The Digital ENDECS are Here!

SAGE WORM- ENOEC

Hundreds o e next generation of the famous SAGE ENDEC have shipped to
broadcasters and public safety agencies across the country. As FEMA and the
FCC prepare for CAP compliance, broadcasters are already taking advantage
of the many new features and functions of -he SAGE Digital ENDEC including:

 AES/EBU digital audio  Enhanced logging
 Network connectivity  More printing, monitoring,

and remote control options

Visit us at NAL)
Booth N7909 for

demonstration E = ALERTING SYSTEMS
ammo.

The new Digital ENDECis available
through these fine distributors:

 Harris Corporation
 Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSVV)
 Broadcasters General Store
 SCMS
 Giesler Broadcasting Supply

SAGE Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue
Suite 641 North
Rye Brook NY 10573

Phone 914 872 4069

InfoAsagealertingsysterns.corn

www.sagealertingsystems.com

-
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Cornposite/MPX and L/R audio outputs.

Passes RDS and SCA subcarriers.

Wide/narrow IF bandwidth selection.

Accurate front -panel metering of total -mod,
L/R program audio, signal strength and multipath.

Carrier -loss muting and built-in
overdeviation protection.

'Tally' outputs for remote alarms of carrier loss
and program audio channel loss.

9[p7, PECE FEEO
.NCE lCiRIN3a  ,NiCS

Get your &Ill on ono! l novoinics
W W vir.inovon.com 1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Cruz. CA 95060

TEL. (831) 458-0552  FAX (831) 458-0554
wviw.inosion.corn  e-mail inlottinovon corn
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channel. Following the initial antenna tune-up and
commissioning of the transmitter operation into the
antenna Bob McClanathan responded, "This past
Sunday, Jan. 11, I worked with Jon Thompson and

Sparks Scott at KCST in Florence, OR, to complete

the ATU adjustments and measurements for their
new Kinstar AM antenna. I am very impressed
with the quality of the antenna construction, and

the operation is much better than what I
expected. The impedance at 1250kHz
is Z=15.1 + 180.0 ohms and is flatter

than a pancake ±20kHz. Would be
excellent for IBOC but fortunately KCST
is not going there.

"The Kintronic ATU is of excellent quality
as usual and built for easy impedance
measurements. Very little adjustment was
necessary to set the T for Z=50 ± j0 at the
transmission line input. The KCST Kinstar is

excellent in performance. I meta neighbor
near the antenna site who is very pleased
with the unobtrusive and nearly invisible
appearance of this antenna. When con-
sidering the FAA restrictions, local zoning
and neighborhood objections, this Kinstar
will certainly prove valuable and popular
for non -directional AM antenna sites."
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Figure 4. KCST-AM Kinstar antenna drive impedance
measured at the output 1 -plug of the antenna matching
network by Bob McClanathan, PE. King is president of Kintronic Labs.
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Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.84weem WINVILTITUSIABS.COM

RF DUMMY LOADS
for ALL YOUR

APPLICATIONS
 AIR-COOLED  HDTV

 HD  WATER-COOLED

Alt) ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
E-mail: info@altronic.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.corn
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax 870-449-6000
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Automation
Simple PowerfulRedundant

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced to the broadcast industry have we at
BGS been so excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at
the new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -station cluster.

Op -X works seamlessly with Axia lP-Audio networks or as a stand-alone system.

-The merging of traffic and music logs takes a mere :30
seconds, making it among the easiest I have ever
worked with. Once you get used to your adjustable
personal color scheme, everything is pretty easy to
follow. The best part about this system is the LACK of
"dead -air" or "hangups" during automation. PD's will
breathe a sigh of relief at this. Another thing that
stands out is the absolute ease with which you can build
your personal hot keys for each air talent. If you
organize your show properly ahead of time and know
where you are going, this system will make your show
much easier and let you concentrate on *sounding
good* on the air. "

- Jim Franklin. Program Director
WVBO, Appleton/Oshkosh - Wisconsin

-are ruispr-ml

MEI&

00

"Finally, an automation system that keeps in mind i la'
not every jock is also a computer whiz. This system is
easy to operate from the word go
ye offers all the bells and whistles that help make
your station sound great. The clock builder option
makes interfacing with satellite shows very easy.
Plus, it has the best voice -tracking capabilities available."

- Matt Scurry, Operations Manager
WWFNIWHI.Z, Florence - SC

B
"A fast paced station needs a system that ran keep

up and is easy to use. Op -X gives us the tools we

need to deliver the sound Houstonians have come to

expect from KRBE."

- Leslie Whittle, Program Director
KRBE, Houston - IX

If you're looking for an audio delivery system -
you owe it to yourself to find out more about Op -X.

Give us a call or email info©bgs.cc!

Broadcasters General Store
352-622-7700  www.bgs.cc



NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Digital media system
Broadcast Electronics
Booth N7917

Audio Vault Flex: The Audio Vault Flex digital media system offers new
resource allocation tools and studio networking capabilities to broadcasters.
New capabilities such as remote voicetracking, interactive talent collabora-
tion, work environment customization and advanced segue editor enable
broadcasters to do more with less. BE Audio Vault systems are digital media
systems for live -assist or satellite operation, including scheduling and production

modules for multi -track editing, music rotation and ad insertion. The new AVFlex

platform offers these features as well as advanced features such as in-group
program syndication, centralized music library management and multi -location
workgroup collaboration. AVFlex is also the first studio platform of its kind with
the flexibility and capacity for repurposing content and personalizing format
channels fir the Internet nr wAr the fir

217-224-9600; www.bdcast.com; bdcast@bdcast.com

v\m/wRadiolVagOnline.com

Cable tester
SM Pro Audio
CT -2: Powered by a 9V battery, the CT2 is a multi-
tui mat cable/connector test unit designed to testa wide
variety of standard audio cables and connectors. To
use it, connect the cable ends and turn the rotary dial
through each position and take note of the LED indica-
tors status. An LED indicates the status. Two banana
connections are wired as a continuity tester with LED
and beeper indicators.

+61 3 9555 8081; www.smproaudio.com
sales@smproaudio.com

Dynamic mic
Rode

With a rock solid die-cast body and
sturdy dynamic capsule the M I can take
a lot of abuse without showing signs of
age or neglect. The M1 features a lifetime

warranty. Key features
include a high -output

dynamic capsule,
gold-plated XLR
connectors, in-
ternal pop -filter

to reduce plo-
sives, feedback

rejecting pickup
pattern and low

handling noise.
877-328-7465

www.rodemic.com
usasupport@rodemic.com

11onitors
Fostex
PM0.4 MKII: This powered studio monitor
has new nigh -gloss white front baffles fora strik-
ing look. These studio monitors are designed
to provide a quality, accurate monitoring
experience with minimal resonance. It is recom-

mended for desk -top use, but its compact size
expands its applications to console -top studio
monitoring, audio installation, and portable
audio monitoring. The PM0.4 MKII features a
4" woofer and UF LC 0.65" soft -dome tweeter,
high efficient bi-amp drive with 19W each
for LF and HF, and independent amplifier in
both left and right unites.

800-7-FOSTEX; www.fostexusa.com
sales@fostex.com

1RU CD player
Denon Professional
Booth N7636

DN-C620: Housed in a compact 1 RU enclosure, the
DN-C620 is a versatile CD player. It is compatible with
standard audio data file formats including CDDA and
MPEG I /2 Layer III, allowing up to 20 hours of MP3
or similar audio playback from a single CD, CD -R or
CD-RW. The DN-C620 features intuitive front -panel
control, which allows customizable program playlists
and output of ID3 or CD -Text title, artist and album
information via RS -232C. Additionally, standard 25 -pin
contact closure (GPIOI and 9 -pin RS -232C control con-
nections are included. The RS -232C remote capability
provides added flexibility and allows the DN-C620 to
be controlled from third -party devices.

630-741-0330; www.d-mpro.com
info@d-mpro.com



NEW PRODUCTS
Universal DVD/CD player
HHB
Booth
N6520

UDP-89: Developed
to fulfill the requirement
for a compact, industrial -

strength, universal DVD/CD player, the HHB UDP-89 production model adds a
clean -screen feature that will enhance the UDP-89's suitability for use in broadcast
applications. The clean screen ensures that the video output remains free of the brand
logos that render consumer DVD players unsuitable for professional use. Furthermore,
menu commands and transport status appear only in the front panel display, leaving
the screen a clean plain grey when no content is being played. Housed in compact
1 RU chassis and engineered for dependable, long-term use, the UDP-89 plays CD,
Video -CD, SACD, DVD-Video, and DVD-Audio discs, and features a bull --in preamp
with volume control for direct connection to active 5.1 speaker systems, Dolby Digital
and DTS decoding, MPEG audio decoding, professional cueing, A -B repeat function
and RS -232 and parallel control interfaces.

860-434-9190; www.hhb.co.uk; sales@hhbusa.com

"r---71111M111EPTrrerif I

30,591 products in
stock at press time!

broadcast gear from people you trust

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM 800-426-8434

Acoustic panels
Auralex Acoustics
Ecotech: The company's first green acoustical
panel, Ecotech acoustic panels are manufactured
with a proprietary formulation of 100 percent
recycled polyester fibers. Ecotech reduces
the ecological footprint of acoustic treat-
ment by reducing the need for fossil
fuels for raw materials. The panels
are also manufactured without using
chlorofluorocarbons ICFCI. The panels are
available in the same color choices and cuts as
the company's original acoustical panels.
317-842-2600; www.awalex.conc auralexinio@ouralex.com

cable line
Cable Up
Premium: The Cable Up Premium line utilizes a proprietary, low -capacitance
Belden cable with a high strand count of 99.5 percent oxygen -free copper. For a
long, reliable life of heavy professional use, these cables feature rugged, vulcanized
Neoprene rubber jackets that withstand wide temperature extremes, while remaining
highly flexible. The XLR cables are terminated with Neutrik X -HD connectors featuring
weather resistant 0 -rings designed for heaw-dutv oitcfoor applications.

608-227-2040; www.cableup.com; templin@fdw-w.com

Powerful Radio
Automation

Arrakis ara r r

Digilink-Xtreme
Exclusively at BSW!
 Easy -to -use on -air playback, recording,
production, scheduling, and logging

 Complete turn -key system with Dell PC, Arrakis
Bridge hardware, and Digilink-Xtreme software

 Powerful software with full satellite automation

XTREME-COMPLETE List $6,500.00

Cali BSW For Lowest Price: 800-426-8434

The Best Portable
Recorder Just

Got Better!
numaspoiamiltZ'

r7 37. r9

NEW
Marantz
PMD661
 Smaller,

lighter recorder
provides high -resolution
24 -bit recording on SDI -IC flash cards

 Switchable balanced XLR Mic/Line inputs
w/ +48v phantom power

- Angled LED and on -screen record level
meters for easy visibility

PMD661 List $799.00

LowestPrice only $599!

,t i)eople you trust

7BSW
Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Knowledgeable Sales Staff
BSW's sales professio als have decades of real -world

broadcast and recording experience to offer expert

help with your purchase.
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NEW PRODUCTS

SONAR
PRODUCE -

SONAR
STUDIO

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Digital Midi() workstation
Cakewalk
Sonar 8 Producer, Sonar 8 Studio: Sonar
8 Producer adds updates to the core application
including workflow enhancements, new features,
and performance optimizations throughout. Sonar
8 Producer also reinforces its production toolset
with new go -to instruments, effect processors and

creative content. New Sonar features
include: updated Loop Explorer 2.0
view, dedicated instrument track
(single track optimized for mono/
stereo virtual synths), Send Assign
Assistant (wizard); numerous audio
engine optimizations; transport,
control surface, routing and editing
refinements; workflow enhancements;
and Quick Time 7 import/export.
Sonar 8 Studio contains all of the
features of Sonar 8 Producer minus
a few Producer e,
617.423.9004; www.cakewalk.com

EAS & CAP > Going Forward

DASDEC - One Platform -
Seamless Emergency Alert System &

Common Alerting Protocol Compliance
A proven leader, 900 installed systems.
Get a handle on complex EAS issues with the DASDECs
flexible and adaptable design.

NAB 2009 Booth N2135

Digital Alert Systems
www.digitalalertsystem.com

Sales : sales@clugitalalertsystems.com 1-801-568-0915
Office : 1-520-488-8667

Support : support@digitalalertsystems.com 1-866-269-9853

Surround monitor
RTW Radio-
Technische

Werkstatten
Booth N3123
10600 -Plus: The RTW Surround Monitor
10600 -PLUS, a high-performance display sys-
tem for monitoring digital stereo, multichannel
cnd surround audio signals, now incorporates
an integrated loudness display according to
the ITU BS.1771 guideline. Further improve-
ments include a full -screen mode for enlarged
display showing individual instruments used
as well as detail enhancements within the
featured Surround Sound Analyzer. All current -

production Surround Monitor 10600 systems
now leave the factory with the new display
options; existing units can be updated free
of charge by replacing the built-in EPROM.
The PLUS option includes the power supply
and a table stand.

+49 221 709130; www.rtw.de

[PCI) EXPRESS
YOURSELF.

Now, and in the future.Our speedy ASI5644 linear PCI Express
sound card gives you 4 stereo analog and 4 AES/EBU inputs and out-
puts so you'll never be at a loss for words (or music). Great features,
too, like +24dBu analog levels, SoundGuard surge protection and SSX
surround sound. And the PCI Express connector guarantees your card
will work with today's computers, and tomorrow's. Analog -only
(ASI564o) and AES/EBU-only (AS15641) cards also available. To learn

more, call us at +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

B11/1749/1970,40C457 www.audioscience.com 4901
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NEW PRODUCTS

Digital silence detection
Sonifex
Booth N3217

RB-DSD I : Functioning similarly to the Sonifex
RB-SD1 analog silence detection unit, the RB-DSD1
digital silence detection replaces the I/O with
AES3, S/PDIF and Toslink inputs and outputs. The
unit can switch on loss of level of the main input,
on loss of level on one channel of the main input,
or on loss of synchronization lock of the main
input. Each source is monitored for failure and
includes a failure alarm. The RB-DSD1 has two
digital stereo audio inputs, each one selectable
via front -panel push buttons. The inputs include
sample -rate converters. The silence detect level
is adjustable between -39dBfs and -84dBfs and
from 0 seconds to 252 seconds.

207-773-2424; wyncsailex.caa
soleseseifex.cue

FM scanning
receiver
Deva Broadcast
Band Scanner GPS: This is a tool to evaluate FM
broadcast band congestion and to log station identification
parameters. Band Scanner GPS is a Google Earth -compatible
tool for visualization of collected FM Radio measurements.
When running any campaign
with the Band Scanner GPS,
results will be saved in a log file
that can be converted into KMZ
format for Google Earth. The
log file can be exported also as
transitional format for future ana-
lyze or to keep it in record. The
Band Scanner GPS can meas jre
RF level, MPX deviation, left

and right audio levels, RBDS
and pilot injection levels. The
system is powered by the USB
port of any Windows PC. Free W'ndows software sweeps
the receiver across the FM band, logging every carrier and
generating a spectrum display of carrier level vs. frequency.
Spectrum plots may he saved as nr BMP filec

+359 56 820027; www.devabroadost.com
sales@devabroad:ast.com

The Revolutionary
Call Routing System

More Connections
Less Wires

' More Control
Less Hassle

More Flexibility
Less Money

To talk more, call us.
1-888-363-4844

solo

14C°Iogvdbevit
Dcleuflt..,natt;ncaIlors

Innovative solutions for creative people
E InfoOphonebox corn

www.phonebox.com
410

:5

WWW veetronix.corn

Phone 308-324-6661 Fax: 308-324-4958
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NEW PRODUCTS

litindlc(1
Kaltman Creations

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Air Sleuth Pro
Bundle V2: The Air
Sleuth Pro Bundle V2
combines a software -
based 2.4GHz RF spec-
trum analyzer and a
2.4GHz, 1 1 -channel

signal generator. The ana-
lyzer allows the user to view Wi-fi

channels 1 through 11 individually
or simultaneously, with peak, average, and raw trace
modes. There are 10 diagnostic modes including
Traces, Spectrogram, Channel Time Course, Differential
Channels and Pie Charting. Also included is a real-time
calculation of Best Wi-fi Channel. There is also a log-
ging and playback recorder for extended monitoring.
The bundle also includes Airhorn, a 2.4GHz ISM band
signal generator that can be set to generate selective RF
signals for any number of the 1 1 Wi-Fi channels.

678-714-2000; www.kaltmantreationslk.com
sales@itaihnancreationslIccom

IP audio console
system
Axia Audio
Booth N7620

Power Station:
Power Station, an
all -in -one IP-audio con-

sole system, combines
analog, digital and
microphone I/O, a
console power sup-
ply, DSP mixing engine and network switch into one

easy -to -deploy package. To set up Power Station,
connect the studio equipment with standard CAT -5
cables, connect an Element console with just one
cable, name the sources with a browser, and it's
ready for air. Power Station can be the heart of a
standalone studio or part of a larger Axia network.
Power Station Simple Networking can daisy -chain
up to four Power Stations for a multi -studio instal-
lation without a separate core switch.

216-241-7225; www.axioautrto.COM
inquiry@axiaaudio.com

Don't take a chance with your timing
needs. Trust the name broadcasters hove
counted on for precision master clocks
and timing -related products for over
35 years-ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of CPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable,
perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world -class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com
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Find the mic
winner

February issue
Congratulations to

A.C. Elliott
of Martin Broadcasting,

Quitman, MS. His name was
drawn from the correct entries

for the February issue. He
won a Heil Sound PR -30

from Heil Sound.

The mic icon
was part of the
rudder on the
wind turbine.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary. For complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

NEW PRODUCTS

Audio and video broadcast
Netia Digital Audio
Booth tit'822

Warehouse Web 2.0: .ne Warehouse Web Version
2.0 audio and video broadcast and display platform can
provide new services and revenue opportunities for Manreo
users. It provices companies with a system for centralizing,
sharing, and viewing audio, imcge, and video archives,
and broadcasting them across multiple distribution channels.
Because Warehouse Web 2.0 has been developed using
the REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture and
includes XML Web Services, it now offers up to four inter-
faces, making it more ergonomic and powerful. Warehouse
Web's Catalog Interface offers Manreo users a global
view of all files and metadata, along with more powerful
searches. The Terminology Interface manages the Thesaurus
and allows users to add, delete, and modify words and
interaction between words. The Media Interface manages the
storage of bah audio and video files. Using this interface,
users can view various files and file format support. Finally,
Warehouse Web's Monitoring Interface lets the user track
file conversion and publishing workflows to various platforms
including mobile phones

866-638-4222; www.netia.net; j.martin@netia.net

hen You Want More Than
Just An Antenna

Full line of I A A BITIInell
HD Radio Accessories: UP'S VI r- n %if
Circulators, Mask Filters,
Reject Tuners, and
Rigid Components.

MASTER FM
DUAL INPUT
HD ANTENNA

ANTENNAS AND RF SYSTEMS, INC.

Made in USA since 1954

JSHD DUAL INPUT
HD SIDE.MOUNT
ANTENNA

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RF SYSTEMS, INC. Bcr 292880  Sacrament, CA 92829 USA Phone (916) 383-1177 Fax (7 16) 383-1182  NI Free (866) 45i-6770  WW.V.OMPO.COrn

RCHA .10d8
HIGH LEVEL
HD INJECTOR

Prol
READY

Your Partner for HD Pada Solutans
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NEW PRODUCTS

Universal rigid line bracket
ERI-Electronics Research
RLA001 -02: The universal bracket for 3-'/B",
4- /;6", and 6-1/8" rigid transmission line nangers
provides an interface to adapt lightweight rigid
hangers and vertical spring hangers to round hori-
zontal tower members from 3/4" to 3" in diameter.
This provides an off -the -shelf solution eliminating the
need to have custom brackets fabricated prior to
commencing installation.

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.com
sales@ERlinc.com

www.RadioN/agOnlinacom

EET THE ESM-1

ESM1 ENDEC SERIAL MONI T

ETHERNET

EAS

POWER C. TES'

CASCADE TECHNOL DOT CORPORATION

Multi-site EAS remote logging made simple
Now Available with Broadcast Confirmation

www-easwatch.com/esm

cr -***1"Sigaisfai
TF

4§a

THYME TO SPICE
UP YOUR RACK!

EAS ENCODER / DECODER (COMING MAY 20091

Thyme

950MHz STL
Harris
Booth N2502

Intraplex HD Link: This 950MHz STL was designed from
the ground for today's data communications. Built around an
integrated IP gateway, HD Link supports multiple channels of
Intraplex-quality audio along with IP transport for HD Radio,
and can take advantage of any available IP return path for
TCP support with plug -and -play operation. The integrated IP
channel for HD Radio program transport provides an ideal link
from Importer -to -Exporter or Exporter -to -Exciter for both audio
and data carriage, with a separate low -priority Ethernet port
included for other LAN and control traffic. Advanced coding
and error correction mechanisms provide resistance to bit errors
that can cause glitches in HD Radio performance. Intraplex HD
Link also offers powerful, reliable RF performance, high -quality
multichannel audio performance, plus convenient set-up and
reliable operation including full metering, monitoring, and
command and control capabilities.

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.barrILCOM
broadcast@harris.com

Integration
[in-ti-grey'-shuhn] - noun

1. an act or instance of combining into
an integral whole.

It should have been our middle name,
but it wouldn't tell the whole story.

Customized Automation Systems

Studio Design and Project Management

Broadcast Equipment with Exceptional Pricing

Complete Turnkey Installation

Broadcast Equipment Repair

On -site Troubleshooting and Maintenance

For broadcast integration, sales and service
there is only one name you need to remember:

Lightner Electronics Inc.

Your t Sohn ion.

Toll Free: 866-239-3888

Fax: 814-239-8402

wwwlightnerElectronics.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

RDS/RBDS encoder
Inovonics
Booth N5829

Model 730: Building on the Model 713, this TCP/IP -capable encoder
is filled with new features. A front -panel knob allows virtually every setting
to be viewed and modified from the front panel. This includes settings such
as PI, PTY, DPS, IP, IP-Port numbers, AFs, time/date and RS -232 baud rate.
The Model 730 also has built in dynamic DNS clien- service. This allows
a static IP-name while being behind a dynamic IP aadress. Improvements
in RAW command with FIFO buffer incorporate flexible free -format group
redundancy. It supports DHCP and manual IP, either configurable from the
knob/LCD. MAC address is visible from front panel LCD as well. It includes
automatic RDS Group 4, clock time/date packets. When connected to the
Internet, the internal clock is automatically updated. Easy time zone selec-
tion plus Daylight Saving Time scheduler can change the clock for up to
10 years. The Model 730 also includes scheduler capabilities to allow a
planned scrolling PS message independent of an automation system. Allows
events to be saved as either a one-time event (date/-ime, then expires) or
a recurring event (NA, T, W, Th, F/time, never repeats). Up to 99 events
can be sch.--11.H 4

800-733-0552; www.inovon.com; infol'imovon.com

UPGRADES and UPDATES
v -soft has added a new FCC Activity
Alert service for its software clients.
The service will alert the users of
the cc nstruction permits granted,
dismissals and other similar FCC
activities. (www.v-soft.com)...All
Tieline Technology G3 broadcast
codecs will now include IP on -board
as a standard feature. Wireless
3G/3.5G, POTS, ISDN, X.21, satellite
SDN 3nd IP can be added as needed.
www tieline.com)...Sage Alerting

Systems is now shipping its new
Digital Endec EAS encoder/decoder.
This Lnit replaces the original Sage
Endec. (www.sagealertingsystems.
:-.om)..With eight codecs in 2RU, the
Tetos Zephyr Iport is now shipping.
:www.telos-systems.com)...NTI
nas aided a Pin 1 Cable Tester
functionality feature to the Minirator
MR -Pro. (www.nti-audio.com)

Report smario

Microphone and recorder
in one unit. So simple. And yet
so much! Stunning features, easy
handling, incredible stamina. iXm, designed
for broadcasters worldwide - made n Germany.

Heinrich -Hertz -Su. 1-3, D-40789 Monheim, Germany, F hone +49 21 73 96730, www.yellowteczom YELLOWTEC
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Monitoring system
Dielectric

RF Scout XLT: The Dielectric RF Scout XLT monitors

RF transmission system VSWR and forward power
and is designed to aid in detecting VSWR problems
as they develop. The system displays the values
and can hold up to a year's worth of data and
alarm events. In addition, the system can also be
configured to monitor transmission line pressure and

temperature. User settable options include warning
and alarm levels, enable/disable interlock trip for
each monitoring function and a VSWR alarm strike-
out number. The unit's status is available via a 3"
touck, panel and through Ethernet interface

800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com
dcsales@dielectric.com

IP Controlled, Full -Featured
Dynamic RDS/RBDS Encoder

Supports ALL RDS/RBDS
features - not just some.

 4? 111111111116M +alit v:

Latest processor technology - DSP and ARM

Scrolling PS text for real time title & artist

 Remote access and control via TCP/IP or serial ports
Local control using LCD screen and jogwheel

User friendly configuration and operation
Intuitive software

External remote control contacts and I/0's
 Superior after sales support

1>RADIO
321.242.0001  www.viaRadio.com
Advanced Communication Via Advanced Design

I
I

Active stereo
matrix switcher
Broadcast Tools

Booth N8 1 20
SS 4.4: The SS 4.4 provides matrix audio
switching of four stereo inputs to four stereo
outputs. Matrix switching allows any or all
inputs to be assigned to any or all outputs.
The SS 4.4 may be controlled via front
panel switches, contact closures and/or the
multi -drop RS -232 serial port. Additional
features include stereo silence sensor with
relay, front -panel stereo LED VU meters, stereo

headphone jack with level control, powered
monitor level control all with output selection
switching, 16 GPIs, four GPO -open collectors
and four SPST relays. Installation is simplified
with pluggable Euroblock screw terminals. The

SS 4.4 is supplied in a 1 RU chassis.

877-250-5575
www.broadcasttools.com
bti@broadcasttools.com

Advanced Wattchman Monitor°/Alarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet/Intranet accesible Advanced
Wattchman` Wattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor both forward and
reflected power in two transmission lines with only one controller. Unlike
previously available systems that needed one controller for each transmission line.
the Advanced Wattchman will monitor two lines (4 ports). The front panel display
shows power on both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC from any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work with a aeries of specialized line sections from 7/8" to 6-1/8"
and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for either analog or digital applications.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130
Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free' 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxial.com

Come see us at NAB Booth # N4831
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Automation interface
Enco Systems
Booth N7607

Presenter: Presenter, like its predecessor DAD, supperts all forms
of audio technologies including IP audio, traditional sound cards,
audio router control, console interfaces, and general pu-pose I/O,
touch screens, etc. The single screen interface features a panel
design with many user selectable tools including voice tracking,
hot buttons, recording, database, search and more. Other features
include cut, paste and block move of playlists elements, user tabs,
backsell log and a number of new and refined user friendly tools
design, .e assist and voic acked operations.

800-362-6797; www.enco.com; soles@enco.com

2:03 0:00

0 IggialMei

PREVENT BROADCAST DOWNTIME WITH

Transient Voltage Surge
Suppressors

PT1 Series / Breech Penal Protection

 Parallel Connected
 25 to 100kA Surge Current Capacity
 Single & Three Phase Models
 All Mode Protection
 UL 1449 Second Edition
 LED Visual Protection Status

Uninterruptible
Power Supplies

SEGSenv,/racnm&SinnalGenerMm

 True Regenerative On -Line Technology
 Single Phase, 120 & 230 VAC Models

1 to 6 kVA Capacities
 19 -Inch. 2U Rack Mount Models
 Optional Extended Batter, Modules
 Input Power Factor Corre:tion

Supdrior Electric
28 Spring Lane, Farmington, CT 06032

Phone 860-507-2025  Fax 860-507-20E0
www.superiorelectric.com

!ma'
NAG RA LB
Two channel digital audio recorder

Bluetooth / Ethernet / USB 2.0
file transmission
Full audio editing system
Interna. flash & removable compact flash
Pre -record b Ater

 "Hot Swap" card capable
Linear PCM, MP2, MP3 recording

See us at NAB
Booth #N2514

Sales: 800 813-1663
www.nagraaudis.com

NEW,

-4r44,0011*

AM to FM to HDTV
Enabling Broadcasters

For over 45 years

 Tower Design
 Tower Analysis
 Tower Erect on
 Inspections
 Maintenance
 Antenna Installation
 Turnkey Pro ects
 New towers up to 2000'

Contact us: 905-339-4059 or
sales@radianbroadcast.com

'''-\`\ RADIAN
PRESTIGE TELECOM

Visit us at
NAB 2009

Booth C3009
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Digital signal processor
Day Sequerra
Booth N5129

M4DDM: This diversity delay monitor is the first Day Sequerra
product to incorporate the company's newly developed digital sig-
nal processing (DSP) architecture. The M4DDM DSP runs the Day
Sequerra Timelock algorithm to automatically maintain alignment of
the HD Radio main program signal (MPS) analog and HD -1 digital
audio. Using its selective off -air tuner, the M4DDM measures the MPS
analog and HD -1 digital audio diversity and generates a continuous
stream of correction vectors to keep the analog and digital audio
time and level aligned. These correction vectors can be processed
internally by the M4DDM to delay the digital program audio or can
be sent via Ethernet to an HD Radio Embedded Exporter to provide
the necessary delay. Additionally, the unit has digital audio outputs
for confidence monitoring and alarm outputs for loss of program
audio and OFDM sidebands as well as HD Radio data and RBDS
data payloads. The algorithm used in the M4DDM is based on a
new digital audio correlation methodology developed jointly by
Harris and Day SEssaiierrn

856-719-9900; www.claysequerra.com; info©daysequerra.com

Rivendell
RADIO AUTOMATION

Don't Sacrifice Performance to Meet Your Budget

Full Software Package and Hardware from 53,995 per studio
Includes RR odd' software. Workstation with ASI card and I year of Technical Support

Come see us at the NAB Show  Booth N8315

Paravel
FtwterPrn-

www.paravelsystems.com  (877) 44-PARAVEL  (877) 447-2728

TM

Sound system packages
Anchor Audio
Communications/Portaco

Liberty: Designed to cover crowds
up to 1,000 people with its 1 17dB
output, the Liberty has seen use at many
public events. The rugged, reliable
and easy -to -use is suitable for indoor
or outdoor settings. It can operate ac
or dc or its 1 10/220 power supply.
Options include built-in CD player and
up to two UHF wireless receivers.
800-2624671; www.anchoroudio.com

4-10

VOCALBOOTH.comHEAR THE DIFFERENCE

111 NAB, NAB SHOW
VISIT US AT BOOTH

#5L96 1 2

"IT'S A HEAVENLY SANCTUARY'
KIRD COLLINS - 3RAMMY NOMINATED RTI, 

4X6 GOLD SERIES
W/ AURALEX FOAM & HARDWOOD FLOOR

WWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM
866-330-6045
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Weatherproof equipment
enclosures
L-com Global
Connectivity
DIN Rail NEMA Enclosures: This line of
NEMA-ratea weatherproot equipment enclosures
are outfitted with installed mounting rails to accept
DIN rails and DIN rail -mountable products, such
as power supplies, protocol converters, Industrial
wireless access points and Ethernet switches, to
be housed inside the enclosure. In addition to off
the shelf NEMA rated enclosures L -corn can custom
manufacture en tyres to e nations.

800-341-5266; www.1-com.com
sales@l-com.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Passive PA speakers
Yamaha
Booth N3838

BR Series: The BR
line of sound reinforce-
ment loudspeakers are
designed for good audio
performance and good
looks. A pure titanium I"
compression driver provides the high frequency
output. The bass reflex cabinets feature a 10", 12" or
15" woofer, and sport large steel handles, corner protectors and built-in
pole sockets. Each model includes integral protection circuitry built into
the passive crossover. Five BR models are available. BRIO (250W), BR
12 (300W) and BR15 (400W) are suited for floor or pole mounting.
The BR12M and BR 15M are angled for on -floor monitor use.

714-522-9000; www.yamaho.com/proaudio
infos'ation@yamaha.com

Custom knobs
Kilo International
DD, DDS, HD, JD, ML: This group of custom knobs includes many
models. The ML Model features two exclusive soft -touch rings on the
outside diameter of the knob, allowing the user to feel the sensitive
movement of this knob. An indicator dot is located on top of knob. The
HD Model features a taller profile, along with ergonomically designed
finger surface, distinguishing itself as a knob that has been specified on
thousands of high -end front -panel applications. It also has a partial top
and full-length side saw cut indicator line. The JD Model has a saw cut
indicator line on half of the top and full-length of the side. The DD Model
features a saw cut indicator line in on the front length. The DDS Model
is the DD Model with an attractive skirt extended on the bottom portion
of the knob for easier viewing of the rotation from atop. An indicator

:'ed on the skirt.
801.489.9520; www.kilointernational.com; info@kilointernational.com

Equalizer
Prism Sound

MEA-2 Upgrade: Designed for recording
and masterii ;:,Hications, the MEA-2 is
a stereo or two -channel, four -band analog
equalizer with stepped Q/shelf, frequency
and cut/boost controls on each band. The
new MEA-2 features faster amplifiers with
wider bandwidth and improved low -frequen-
cy EQ filter:,. The individual EQ sect ons are
now completely switched off when the gain
controls are set to 0dB and the unit goes into
full bypass when the power is switched off.
The new output amplifiers have improved
high frequency performance.

973-983-9577; www.prismsound.com
sules@prismsound.com

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions

MX8R List $5,200)

41.111.1.11111111111111
MX18E List S8,600

IDYNAMAX consoles have been a
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

SANDIES

available!

MX8L List $5,200 )

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX
www.sandiesusa.corn MX SERIES MX12L List 56,300 .)
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CD recorder/player
Marantz
Rooth N7636

CDR633: Housed in a 2RU enclosure, this profes-
sional CD player plays and records standard CD -R
and CD-RW discs. It can also play MP3 files. Other
features include Marantz Minute Track with Adjust-
able Time- or Level -dependent Auto Track Increment,

auto -cue, auto fade-in and out with programmable
time and sync (level dependent) recording. It includes
an internal sample rate Converter (32 - 48kHz)
and analog and coaxial/optical (S/PDIF) digital
inputs and outputs.

630-741-0330; www.d-mpro.com
info@d-mpro.com

GALLERY

Analog/digital FM
Antenna

ERI-Electronics Research
Booth 01307
Shared aperture FM antennas:
Shared aperture FM antennas for simulcast
analog and IBOC digital transmission opera-
tion utilize the Rototiller Series FM antennas.
The systems are capable of implementing the

proposed increase to digital IBOC effective
radiated power (ERP) levels of up to 10 percent

(-10dBc) of authorized analog ERP. The shared aperture antenna
system is available in a large variety of configurations and utilizes
construction methods that yield analog to digital isolation ratios of
-40dB, for single -frequency applications. The antenna systems are
also available in arrays suitable for multiplexing two or more signals
into a common antenna and transmission line. In addition to multi-
plexed designs, the shared aperture FM antennas are available as
directional FM arrays and can be measured and optimized for best
radiation performance on ERI's full scale antenna test range.

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.com; sales@ERlinc.com

THE S Li i Elm p'

HAWK
EAS Received:211912009 7:26:12 AM
(Studio Hawk(public@TheStudioHawk.com

r my_address@mystation corn

A Broadcast station or cable system has issued aRetittaketritidifiliiiiiiiiii
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90

AO

Your Low Cost Solution
for Monitoring Audio

and EAS Receivers
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FREE demo at

www.TheStudioHawk.com

$499
+ Monitors 8 status channels, 8 analog channels

and 8 relays

+ Expandable to 24 channels

+ Emails or text messages of alarms

+ Multiple contacts for each alarm with
delays between text messages

+ Receive a daily dead air report pdf by email

+ Receive a Monday morning EAS verification
report.

+ Trigger audible alarms via signaling devices

+ Records EAS data (transmitted and received)

+ Filters EAS alerts that can be emailed or sent via
text message

by ntrinsicNet
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FMHD-1 and FMAS-1 Modulation Monitors

The FMHD-1 HD Radio monitor uses the latest advances in digital techniques. Some
features include continuous time & level alignment displays with audio po.arity indication,
RF spectrum analysis with FCC mask and power band measurements, simultaneous
decoding of multiple audio streams .

The FMAS-1 "The Solution" provides a complete solution for the Analog portions of the
FM signal. Some features include: Full metering and measurement of the RF, Baseband,
Stereo, RDS, SCA components including peak, rms, noise, and FFT spectrJms; State of
the Art performance with 100 dB FM SNR and 100 dB L/R Separations.

BELAR
1X/hen accuracy ,1 n, ( Oi ir Vdr.

www.belar.com  sales@belar.com
610-687-5550

     '  ' .

WireCAD
Design and Documentation Tools

 Single lines
 Rack Layouts
 Cable Labels
 Run Sheets

- Cable Numbering
 Error Checking
 Equipment -

Library

 Project Databases
 Full 2D CAD Editor
 Excellent Support
 Call Today

NAB Booth: N4932

www.wirecad.com
1 (866) 273-5298

Remote Control Power!

Sicon-13 - Web & Dial -up Remote Control
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web
server. via telephone, auto -answering cell phone or our free software.
Setup is a breeze using the &controller software that also includes
scripting. e-mail alerts multi-gte management, virtual metering & morelMil Includes

Action
a Sequences!

.-jurpoc.c Dia' '. ': ntrolla
An inexpensive dial -tip remote control with amazing capabilities! Gives
you )TMF access to 4, programmable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data outputs in your. user -defined, format for
Interfacing to virtuallr any piece of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port to generate tones. Includes free setup & control software

51,6110E SETIthi81- Silence Monitor w/Web
Silerce Sentinel ushers in a mei era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected. it can
perform user -programmed, automated, sequences of actions & can also
respond to user contra! via Or network or via external status inputs.

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at www.circuitwerkes.com
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(f0
MOORETRONIX

BROADCAST A I\ TR,,,

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors. pins and
instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

10'  24 mono/stereo tracks

4903
 8 stereo output tracks  Library View Window

 Programmable Function Key Views

FROM RML LAB/

Shine a new Ii
with

From
only
$300

.A1.1/4

experience
udio.

All the ease of use and -, -.s a eed of the ori,,
SAW product line wit ine i « ewfuncoo

and digital au that so nds an

.5......WPPrrrrrirrrrrr
)TORPEY TIME...

The Good Time People!
www.torpeytime.com

CLK-26

CLK-50
,

Systems
www.dixonsystems.com

Torpey Time Prodt ci line now proudly manufactured by Dixon Systems Inc.

ranscom
Lorporation

Fine Used AM 8. FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for at major equipment manufacturers

1 KW
1 KW
1 KW

3 KW
3.5 KW
7 KW
7+HD
14+5 KW
20 KW
20 KW
21.5 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW

10 KW
10 KW
12 KW

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2009 Crown FM1000A (new), solid state
2009 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2009 Crown FM1000E (new), solid state
1996 Henry 30000-95, single phase
1985 BE FM3.5A
1986 Harris HT7
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
2005 BE FM20S, solid state
1985 Harris FM2OK
1989 Continental 816R -2B
1984 Continental 816R -4B
1994 Harris HT30CD

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1982 Harris MW5A
1987
1987
1985
1985
2000

Harris MW5B
Harris SX5A, solid state
Continental 316F
Harris MW1OB
Nautel XL12, solid state

EXCITERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS

'New* 30W synthesizes exciters Visit our website fur the latest sales
Used Harris 2nd Generation Digit Exciter Special Discount Pricing On:

VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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Looking for a job?
cu

O
No

CCU

E :i
Start your
search at "...""

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

GET Off-THE-SUL STITT OH -THE -MR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORTGIMITL..
-STITTIOH-M-0-110X'

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -in -A -Box" from Ramsey!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
VT,/ istie, Station 0,11, 91 14564

ramsey 800-446 2295 585 924-4560

www.ramseybroadcast.com

The Ultiniate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

failfarte fhi 1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

PO 8ox 356 I eincaster Mr 14086
Website 14414,v.6n&refin.com" Email "pmimi7C015nrefm.com"

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

H usaii Using Terrain30
- ..
" -kir

,r ...

NAB Booth #LV1741
Professional software packages for FCC

applications and predicting coverage

o Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM, ITU-R P 1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 311.1

te Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander TM

...Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2 "4

4 Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain witi Terrain -3D T'..

VoftThe leade, in broadcastS " '''' engineering consulting
.......--i-ii -"tip software

www v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol We Export

76E1.744-0700 ° 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E-mail.'

rfpPrfparts.com

RF PARTS"
COMPANY
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BluePack"
JK Audio

See the rest
of the story at

www.jkaudio.com

See us at
NAB Booth N2125

JK Audio

REALLY
2111111M
POINT-TO-POINT
rk,NY.P.919c7r9,LYPMT

THAT ROCKS.
BRIC O

0

 C ) 0 0 c)

BRIO Link
 Works on -11, WAN. LAN. ISM band IP radios and

satellite data links.
 MC and HE -MC. FLAG lossless compression.
 Multistream capability! Send one-way. high quality

audio to up to tour locations.

Put Comrex on the Line
011/11\111111/11 ES WM,RiA

www.comrex.com

PHASETEK, INC.

PHASETEKS manufacturing facility and
components expertise are available to de-

sign and fabricate any type of inductor or

special R.F. component.

Our experienced staff of engineers and
production personnel are dedicated to

provide the broadcast industry the highest

quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment.

CUSTOM PHASOR INSTALLATION

RADIO STATION WXYT. DETROIT MICHIGAN
 TOWER. SO PEW DA -2 PHASOR SYSTEM

PHASETEK, INC.
550 CALIFORNIA RD, UNIT 11

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951
PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

TOLL -FREE: 800-742-7383

Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected
 Leas Expensive
 Performs equal to or better than a buried

system

 Requires less labor and materials to install

 Fully complies with FCC requirements
 tan utilize the land below the system for

farming, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system desigyi with purchase of an

elevated radial system from Non Ltd.

Phone 505-327-5646
Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
3/18I La Plata Hwy

Farmington, NM USA 87401

onag: Info*tottltd.coni

Crescend
RIT A 7-7-i-n-tzl'f-E:r---,cT

Engineered
to Perform...
Built to Last.

Crescend Technologies is the
largest, independent manufacturer

of high power, RF amplifiers for
the Broadcast Industry.

LPA900-10-1ROR, 940-960 MHz,
1W I/P, 10W 0/P. 28 VDC for rated

operation +/- 1VDC (Built in
Internal Power Supply 110 VAC)

Cresce cr
TECHNOLOGIES
mo sow PSm

800 -USA -MADE
www.crescendtech.com

Bay Country
-B1(1)511 5,1 I II 11'511 \ I

Your #1 Source For
Quality Used Radio

Broadcast Equipment

View our latest list of
equipment on-line at:

www.baycountry.com
or call and we'll fax it to you.

All equipment sold with
a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21220

Ph: 877-722-1031
Fax: 443-596-0212

www.baycountry.com
email: sales@baycountry.com
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Transformer
Corporation

OVER 50 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE

Custom
sformers

New Units or Repairs

3 YEAR GUARANTEE

FAST DELIVERY  LOW PRICE

AC Transformer Corporation
89 Madison St

Newark, NJ 07105
Phone (800) 940-1033

Fax (973) 589-3155
Email robert@actransforrner corn

www.actransformer.com

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com

sales@shively.com
888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273

OA..,..1. -... ,, , .

Digital Audio Levelers

quality digital audio
via local US dealers

No need to compromise on audio
performance, PodBlaster and ALPS deliver
the same unrivalled level control - just
choose your model...

PodBlaster - super price, up to 4 channels in 1 RU

. --...-...... ? I fl -' tt n -",. .- ,o

ALPS -I -tamper-prool. failsafe.. .

ALPS -2 - front control ALPS -3 - plus IR GNU control

111FIFFITIIll ;irTTiOIN

www.audessence.com

FIRST CLASS SUPPORT FROM

MIN" loom
VI VIIV ma msOurrit us

griffithshroadrastco
WW1,/ griflithsbroad ay con,

VISIT US AT

. mmmmmm ... T lille
..nr. Independeniaudlacom

N.\ a N3218

Now included:
3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenne Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TOFO' Maps

Things are no longer locked together With
multiple monikors. move the job contro , station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen
then, expand the map
to full size on another
The map is now a
resizable rectangle

It is easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your FCC ent mewing
exhibits. Jusi create the contours and show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
identify everyfting. save map to clipboard,
and paste it in -o your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on 3oogle Earth

Our White/Gray tool is the latest development
in the program We try to give our clients the
tools they need and have requested

1. netnring 1414

x@www.rfsoftware.comrtite

3 5 2 -3 6 7 -1 7 0 0

rfSoftware, Inc. f

The ARES-Mll
Han 1 -held audio recorder / player
witF all functions and controls
at your fingertips.

 Hic h quality solid
au iio recorder

2G3 internal mem

Inrnal non -
de ;tructive
graphic audio Cc

 Voce activated
re

35-/ Riverside Dr  Franklin TN 37064
Sales: 800 813-1663  www.nagraaudio.com

the

Audio -Pod

Finally, a Microphone ON -OFF controller with an

integrated stereo headphone amplifier featuring user

selectalA phase reversal and lo -hi output impedance

selection. These units are great for remotes or talk

studio applications . Various options are available

such as a quality mic pre -amp with selectable

phantom power, and top or front mounted buttons.

The Audio -Pod System consists of from 1 to 4

Audio -Pod Modules and a Power Supply which can

power up to 4 Audio -Pod modules.

The hdio-Pod modules can be table top mounted

using the supplied rubber feet. Hook 8 Loop material,

or permanently mounted using the optional tilting

table top bracket or recessed into the work surface

using an optional flush mounting bezel. There are

too mar y features to mention in this small ad space,

so please visit us on the web for details and pricing

on the Audio -Pod System and many other innovative

products for the broadcaster.

www.dmengineering.com
at2174 Chandler St.

Camarillo, CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

7IAcoustics First
,. . 888465.2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Ready to go Complete FM Broadcast Radio
Station equipment package including studio

equipment, and three transmitters (1 BE FM -3C
3.0kW used, INCOSPEC CVN300S, 200 Watt FM
Transmitter with stereo generator and 1 Harris

Z3.5ECM 3.5kW unused - like new), ERI 100-4
Antenna, Marti STL Link & Antennas, AC Library.
cables, connectors. etc. S100K OBO for the lot -
Purchaser to take care of shipping.

Contact: Gregg at gregg_a@candw.ky
or at (345) 940 5777

Get your own copy!
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you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
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 FCC Update

Rail!
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To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc.nn6Off/

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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BE Spotmaster

SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Do you remember?
Broadcast Electronics is celebrating 50 years in

the biz. According to a press release, the company
was founded in 1959 as the inventor of the first
broadcast cart machine, the Spotmaster. (Check
out the photo of BE's first product, initially used at
VVVVDC Radio in Washington, DC.( In 1965 BE

was the first to introduce a

multi -deck tape cartridge
machine, and in 1978,
it introduced the first

microprocessor -based
program control system.
In 1989 the company
introduced the first auto-
mation system based on
the open PC platform,
which several generations
later carries the BE Audio
Vault brand. In 1979 it
introduced the first single -

tube high-powered FM transmitter. BE entered the FM

transmission market with a patented folded half -wave

cavity design, the first of its kind capable of eliminat-

ing plate -blocking capacitors and sliding contacts.
At the same time, the company introduced an FM
exciter design that later developed into BE's current
FXi exciter line with the use of a direct -to -channel
RF frequency generation. During the 2000s, BE
became the first to market with second -generation
HD Radio products and soon after, developed and
acquired technology for the introduction of new
data services for HD Radio. Today, BE studio and
RF products are used daily in thousands of radio
facilities in nearly 100 countries.

Broadcast Electronics is looking for the oldest
surviving BE transmitter currently in operation, either

operating in standby or as the main transmitter. Visit
vvww.bdcast.com/contest for more information.

See BE Spotmaster ads from 1961
at www.RadioMagOnline.com

Sample and Hold
Digital Media and Entertainment Industry Going Green

The BPM Forum conduct-
ed a pilot online survey of
225 IT professionals across
multiple industries to assess
the validity, resonance and
supporting drivers for the
Think Eco-Logical initiative.
An astonishing 96 percent
of respondents strongly sup-
port the idea of going green
and reducing energy. Data
center energy conservation
was a high priority to 85
percent. To download the
full report, visit www.rack
able.com/thinkecological/
index.html.

Source: BPM Forum

What plans does your IT group have for acting ecological
over the year? (select all those apply)

71% Reducing printing of documents

42% Upgrading to power efficient server solutions

300/ Consolidation to increase utilization,
save space and reduce power consumption

30% Upgrading to more efficient data storage systems

270/,, Using virtualzation technology
' to maximize output and facility space

20% Network controls to reduce idle CPUs

20% Switching to higher performance servers

9% No plans

9% Utilizing cloud computing for data processing

60/0 Looking to replace ac power in
the datacentewr with dc

7% Other
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NEW fu I featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

w

modular

3 buses

2 inputs per ch

supports 2 phones

PC interface module

control room Er studio

If you think that yriti

can't afford a new console,

then you can think again

NEW

M.A.R.C-15
from $4,999

ARC -15

$3,495

The Arrakis 'Advanced Radio Console' series (A.R.C.) features analog

electronics, ultra -low profile tabletop design. all electronic switching

with LED lighted switches, a powerful telephone hybrid interface, a PC

sound card channel for digital playback and recording directly to a PC,

and RJ45 10 connectors (w th cables) for fast installation.

www.arrakis-systems.com 970.461.0730



AUDIO

D.., I C11IE HAD A V IL 8!"
RECENTLY DOWNSI1ED STATION MANAGER

VORSIS VP -81S THE BEST

FOR UNDER $z. PERIOD.PROCESSOR
The Vorsis VP -8 Digital Audio Processor delivers clean detailed
sound at a great price. In fact, you can easily spend two to three
times more and still not match the VP -8's performance.

Installation and setup takes only minutes. The VP -8 is loaded and
ready to go for FM, AM, FM -HD, AM -HD, streaming, and studio
processing. Its great sounding presets are carefully tailored for your
format and media. No need to spend endless hours tweaking, the
VP -8 will make your station sound great, right out of the box.

For FM stations, expect a sound that easily holds its own with your
high -power major market competitors. Listeners comment that with
the VP -8 they now hear the rest of the music! AM stations often
experience a dramatic increase in coverage area along with greatly
improved intelligibility and sound quality.

The VP -8 is also ideal for streaming audio, studio processing, as a
versatile backup processor or as an STL protection limiter.

WHEATS TONE
IktVLVZSZS'

Of course, if tweaking is your thing, VP -8 lets you under the hood
with a complete toolset - in the VP -8, nothing is hidden. With its
4 -band AGC/corrpressor and 8 -band limiter, the VP -8 boasts more
bands than any other processor in its price range to give you a very
clean, loud, competitive sound that doesn't destroy the music.

It also includes features rarely found even on top -of -the -line
processors: a reference -grade stereo encoder for FM, built-in test
oscillator, diversity delay, multi -point headphone monitoring, and
extensive metering.

The bottom line? The Vorsis VP -8 gives more bang per buck than
any other audio processor in its class (and then some). And since
Vorsis is designed and built by Wheatstone here in the US, you
know it'll hold up and be supported 24/7 for years and years.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up a demo.
You'll be happy you did. Vorsis-more listeners listening more.

Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM

phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.vorsis.com I sales&Aneatstone.com


